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THE COMMUNITY OE SPIRITS
Whoever writes, whoever reads, of 

spirits and spiritism miscalled spirit
ualism has instant and continuous 
need of true perspective has to take 
and hold to the synthetic, the uni
versal point oi view. This is not 
easy, hut it is easy to try. .Nor is it 
so difficult as might appear, once the 
nature of the obstacle to genuine 
“ clairvoyance ’’ is itself perceived.

What is nowadays called Occult
ism, however misrepresented and 
misunderstood by its professed vota
ries, does none the less underlie every 
religion, every science, every philos
ophy of our own as of all former 
periods. The two great works of 
Mtidame Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled 
and The Secret Doctrine, require but 
to lie approached and studied with 
the same attention as the doctor of 
theology, the professor of science, the 
philosopher of the schools bestow 
upon their several pursuits, for their 
valence in the world of Ideas to be 
recognized and availed of by our 
generation. Surely it is the part of 
wisdom to reject nothing a priori 
which offers “ light in dark places."

In sober truth such terms as reli

gion, wiener, philosophy, and many 
similar ones, have no genuine valid
ity became they neither designate 
nor identify anything but the chang
ing phases of human consciousness. 
At best they are but names for forms 
of thought as little definite as clouds. 
The word?; survive from generation to 
generation, but their content never re
main?; unchanged for an instant, even 
in the most ignorant or narrow
minded individual. Ideas, erroneous 
as well us true, lemain stable quanti
ties so long as ignorance and knowl
edge both exist in man, but the 
human mind, like the human body, is 
subject to what the ancients called 
.\itya-prfilfiya. As with other state
ments of principles, elements, and 
their combinations and dissolutions 
under Karma, it is difficult indeed to 
render the accurate scientific nomen
clature of Occult metaphysics and 
psychology into intelligible English. 
Nilya-prctlaya is often translated 
“ atomic change," but these two 
words themselves have to be given an 
imported meaning, for neither 
" atom " nor ,L change " means in 
true Occultism our understanding of 
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or reaction to these expressions. An 
“ atom ” is a centre of conscious per
ception and action, an entity, a 
Being, a Soul in one or another stage 
of ever-becoming manifested Life. 
Thus the whole Universe, visible and 
invisible, tangible and intangible to 
us, is a world oí Life and "lives". 
Thence it becomes unavoidable that 
there is no action or change (Karmat 
unless there is a being to cause it, 
and to feel its effects. These primary 
and indestructible Units of Life form 
endless combinations among them
selves. combinations incessantly vary
ing, and it is to these spiritual, phys
ical, psychical, intellectutil combina
tions that we apply our notions of 
“ creation ", " evolution " birth ", 
“ death ”, and the like.

Almost within tile current calendar 
year " science" is at the point of 
collapse of its whole edifice of theories 
its to ’* law ", “ matter ", “ force ", 
etc., because of the mathematics of 
Binstein and others, and because of 
the physical behaviour of what are 
christened with newly-baptismal 
names at the. altar of science- elec
trons, protons, neutrons, what not. 
The reader may well refer to an 
article published in last February's 
Aryan Path and entitled “Science 
Yields to Mysticism," The writer th 
the contribution is Mr. Waldemar 
Kaempffert. scientific editor and 
author, one of the most careful, in
formed. and intelligent of olwervers. 
Speaking of the “ new revelations 
about the atom" in the scientific 
world. Mr. Kaempffert writes :

Electrons leap from one orbit to 
another as if they have a will of thi-ir 
own. No one can tell what an individ
ual electron may be doing at. any giver. 

moment. It has to be treated statisti
cally, just as life-insurance actuaries treat 
thousands of human beings statistically 
in order to comíale their life tables. The 
actuaries cannot tell when any partic
ular man of a group will die, but they 
can talk about the average life of the 
group. The physicist can tell nothing 
about Hie individual electron in an atom, 
but he can tell what the average electron 
is doing.

His insight as well as the facts dis
cussed entitles Mr. Kaempffert’s 
article to the most thoughtful consid
eration. Both his facts and his in
tuitions may then well be pondered 
in the Light of some comparable state
ments made by Madame Blavatsky :

...Cosmic dust is something more; 
for evety atom ill the Universe has the 
potentiality of self-consciousness in it. 
and is, like tire monads of Leibnitz, a 
Universe in itself, and ¡or itself. 11 is <m 
atom and mi angel.

...Occultism teaches that (n'j the 
life-atoms of our life-principle are never 
entirely lost when a man dies. That the 
atoms best impregnated with the life
principle ■ an independent., eternal, con 
scions factor i ate partially transmitted 
from father to son by heredity, and par
tially :iiv drawn once more together and 
become the animating principle of the 
new body in every incarnation of the 
Egos. Because i!>) as the individual 
Soul is ever the same, so are the atoms 
of the lower principles ebody. its astral, 
or liic-dmible, etc.), drawn as they are 
by affinity and Karmic law always to the 
same- individuality in a series oí various 
bodies.

Just as no single atom of the body 
is independent of the rest, just as no 
single idea exists in isolation from the 
mind, so no man lives or can live for 
himself alone. Xor can any party, 
any sect, any division of mankind en
dure at the expense ol the other 
organs and elements of the body 
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politic. These are platitudes, of which 
everyone is well aware, many will 
reply as if irresponsible eotige to the 
truth carried with it some immunity, 
some estoppel of the reign of law in 
everything and in every circumstance. 
All this is but the laisser iaire, laisscr 
alter which is the fatal inner voice to 
which the great middle class as well 
as the leaders of mankind are all too 
prone to listen.

Carry the analogy one step further. 
No kingdom in all Nature but is a 
kingdom of Spirit and spirits, mutu
ally interactive, mutually beneficent 
or maleficent. Charles Darwin, who 
is remembered only in connection 
with the tortuous doctrine of “Evo
lution" Charles Darwin has shown 
that, without the humble earthworm, 
nor plant, nor animal, nor man could 
live upon this globe. Whether we 
will or no, “ communication with 
spirits" goes on incessantly, for this 
Uni verse is a community of Spirits.

Madame Blavatsky is at judicial 
care in her two great treatises to 
buttress her every theorem of Occult
ism with evidence drawn, not only 
from ancient teachings sacred and 
profane, but from the testimony" of 
modern science, theology and philos
ophy. All too often have her teach
ings been denied even a “ preliminary 
hearing" by those otherwise best 
qualified to profit by them, on the 
gratuitous assumptions that she is 
" opposed ” to modern progress and 
culture, or that she. like so many" 
others, is seeking “ followers" and 
“ believers" instead of serious 
students, or that, again, she is a mere 
visionary or charlatan. Are they wise 
who thus disdain the injunction, 
attdt alteram par lent--hem the other 

side before deciding ? In this respect, 
even the most cursory examination of 
her writings will quickly disclose that 
she herself at all times set an emula- 
ble example in her consideration of 
the most opposing views. Can any 
really reflective mind accept the 
various notions of miracle, chance, 
accident, luck, as an explanation of 
the unaccountable facts of human 
life ? Of course not. For an adequate 
comprehension of the subject it is 
necessary to posit a brief statement of 
those tenets of the Wisdom-Religion 
or Hermetic philosophy which each 
succeeding Messenger of the anciently 
universal 'leaching repeats, and 
which every disciple of whatever 
degree repeats in his place for those 
who may care to listen, and to learn.

Such a restatement may perhaps 
assist that reflective mind to identify 
their presence, explicit or implied, in 
his own system of faith, for these 
fundamental ideas are in fact con
tained ■ though too often under a 
misleading guise in every religion or 
philosophy worthy of the name.

For clarity’s sake, no less than for 
justice’s sake, the following numbered 
statements are taken from the writ
ings of If. P. Blavatsky, whose mis
sion and teachings have been dis
honoured by some of her followers, 
who'-e bona ,tides has been branded 
with the blackest of unjustice, wit
tingly in tile case of some, unwit
tingly in the case of most those who 
depend upon hearsay for their infor
mation, and upon prejudice for their 
opinion.

[. Everything in the Universe, 
throughout all its kingdoms, is con
scious ; to'., endowed with a conscious
ness of its own kind and on its own plane 
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of peiceptjon, We men must remember 
tInil because ire do not perceive any sign*  

wind) we can recognise of conscious- 
tiuss. say. in stones, we have no right Io 
say dint ni> ciuj.n ii'iii.'iicss c.w'sf.'- ilif-ie. 
1'lieie i> lie melt thing tt< either " dead “ 
(if '' blind " matter, as there is no ''Blind'1 
m' " I ncom-ciou*  " Law. These tind tie 
plant, among the conceptions of Occult 
philosophy. Thu [alter never stops al 
sin tacc appealanct-s, and for it the 
ii'iiinteuril esauct*  have more reality than 
their objective cmintei ptuts.

II. Inu i'mvur-e is worked and
¿iiidui from uittiin ■■'litii-eufjg. We see that 
every e.ilcrmd ni'tion, act, gc--iuru. 
whether voluntary or mechanical, organic 
or mental, is produci.d and pneuded by 
internal fueling or em >t ion, will or volition 
and thought oi tmnd. As no oniv.ard 
motion or change, when normal, in man's 
external body cati take place unless pto 
voked by an inward impiiK'. given 
through one of the three fmictiom 
named, so w.th the externa] or 
manifested I'nivcise. The whole Kos
ino*  i* guided. Cont tolled, and ani 
mated by almost i tidies*  series of 
1 Iiurarchie*  of m'TV ami Beings, each 
having a niioi. n to perform, and who 
whether we give them (’lie name m an 
other aru " me-sei:gui s " in I lie *ense  
only that they ate the agents of Karmic 
and Cosmic Law*  Thi y vaiy ini'mifely 
in their respective degtuu*  of comcious 
ness and mteliigimcc : and tn call ilium 
all puru Spirit-- wilhnttl any of (hu taithly 
alloy " which lime is wont io pny upon " 
is oidy to indulge in poetic fancy. Fol 
each of these Bi ings (ither ices, or pre 
parts to btromc. a num. if no’ in thi 
prc-ieiit, then in a past or a coming cycle. 
They ate /leiieet^rl. when tint biei/iicitl. 
men ; and differ morallv from the- tr.-irc s 
trial hitman bumps m tlu-ir higlnr 'less 
maturiari spheres, ernly in that they am 
devoid of thu feeling of personality anti 

of the hum tin emotional nature two 
purely earthly characteristics.

III. The whole order of nature 
evinces a progressive marcli towards a 
/ttg/nr lite. Them is design in the; action 
of the seemingly blindest forces. '1 he 
whole process of evolution with its end ■ 
le*s  adaptations is a pmof of this. Th*  
immutable Ism. that weed out the weak 
and feeble species, to make room for (lie 
sliong. and which unsure the " survival of 
the I it test," though so cruel in their im
mediate action - all tire working toward 
the grand end. The very tael that 
adaptations do occur, that thi- fitti'*!  <l<i 
survive in 1 lie struggle lor exislence, 
show*  that what is called "unconscious 
Natuiu" is in rtalily mi aggregate of 
forces manipulated by semi intelligent be
ings " Elemental;," or psychic em
bryo.-. i. guidi.d by high Jnu-liiyi tices. jxw- 
fectud Spirits, whose collective aggregate 
forms the mamfe-tud world and worlds, 
and constitutes at one- and the same time 
ilw Cnivutsal mimi and its immutable 
LAW.

IV. All this le-mlt*  in a perpetual 
serie*  oi physical man i Ikm at ions and 
inaral effeil.'. on uailh lhioughoi.it all the 
stage*  oi any given evolution the whole 
bump subservient to Karma, colli ctive as 
well as individual. As that pri-ctiss is 
not always perfect : and smee. however 
many iuo-f*  it may inhibit ot a gtiidmg 
intelligence behind the vein it spll shows 
gaps and flaw*,  and even results very 
often m evidi.nt failure*  llh ><i"i 
nuK Ih r thu collective I hist of spiritual 
Beings, mi]- anv of 11ic working powers 
individually. arc piopur subicct*  for 
■divine hon-.mts or worship. All m<- eti 
titled to the grateful reverence of I hi mm i 
ily. however and man ought to be ever 
striving to lu Ip thu divinu ( volmit’ti of 
Ideas, by becoming to the best of hi*  
ability a eei-it’arker icith nature in I he 
cyclic task.

lhioughoi.it


TUI: STORY O1 THE, PINEAL BODY
XOVA ET VETERA

■ Uiofessor C J, IHiin liciDlly H'lirol lion hie ilmfissots]lip of anatomy 
;it SIh-ICil it! tTiwrsity. He w,i< ilie creator of tire unique 1 tiparl incut of Anatomy 
in that I’niu rsily, but fits services t<> science are nor cont'mcd to splendid technical 
worh ; lie is an able jvijiulmizcr of dillicult scientific problems He is a well-known 
Ctaiiiologisl and m the following essay much of liis knowledge and experience has 
been drawn upon.

Th-oi' who de- iie to have l!u light of 1 he Esoteric Philosophy on this subject 
will do to ciwcill Stem' Deietrbie It. 2S0 et si-'y.. and also an article on 
■'The 1 ’i nei 1 (do i and Mm alite " in Tin- Tkcnti'ShKyil Meirenient fm Match 
1M7. Em ' '

The I'meal Body mystery of 
mvsterie- known io ¡be ancient 
(meek- as the conarion (little pine
cone) slumbered for centuries m ob
scurity until the bi ginning of the 
Renais a’Kr ; 'trange notions which 
were held in the Middle Ages lingered 
on ; tbs’ brain was still a psychic 
organ, b\ mans philosophers believed 
to be the seat of the soul. The ven
tricles m paiiicuhir harboured many 
virtues. When von Soemmerring 
(1753 I® held the view that the 
soul pertncaied the ibaitln of the 
cerebral \eiitrides he quoted from 
the Bible, ,L And the Spirit of God 
movr-d upon tile face of the walers.”

Henry More (.1 (i ] 1 UW71.oneof 
the many writers of the Renais
sance period, visualised the soul as 
residing in the purer spirits of the 
fourth ventricle of the hind-brain, 
wliile 'iriiiry to say three centuries 
n.c. Anaxagoras mid Herophilus 
had maintained, that the sou! per
meated the ventricular fluids of the 
fore-brain. In times f;(r more remote. 
3.00(1 u.c. the Babylonians prac
tised divination according to the 
slate of the liver in sacrificed 
animals, for the state of that« 

organ reflected the tempers of 
the gods 1 Bor a long time the liver 
was the seat of lire soul, the heart 
and other organs superseding it at a 
later era. notably throughout the 
Middle Ages.

With the widening of the horizon of 
biological knowledge, especially in re
gard to the structure and function of 
tile brain, it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to comprehend the maimer 
in which the soul or spirit could pos
sibly take up its abode in the body 
as a separate entity. Brain mecha
nism is far more wonderful and com
prehensive than ever was dreamt of 
not so many years back. A blow on 
the head may change a " Jekyll " into 
a ” Hyde a lesion of the brain may 
transform an individual of lofty 
ideals into a potential, and should the 
chance come along, an actual crimi
nal. \umerotis other examples might 
be cited to show that it is the physio
logical activities of the brain that are 
at the root of hosts of phenomena at 
once strange and fascinating, albeit 
capable of positive demonstration. 
The destiny and behaviour of the dis
embodied soul is not a subject with 
which we are here in the least con
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cerned. The Aryan Path the Noble 
Path- is walked by philanthropists 
of all creeds, who are at liberty to 
hold their own opinions regarding 
Immortality. But the tlieo<ophists, 
taking a wide-sweeping view of all 
that is noble in life, see the mystic 
and no less the analytical scientist, 
carrying the torch of knowledge to 
illuminate their path : both seek close 
and harmonious correlation between 
objective and subjective evidence ; 
both yearn for a sense, (or perhaps 
the scientist would rather have it, a 
process) which may dissipate the 
mists when the human race grows 
more perfect, a something in the 
psyche oi our being which will reveal 
the power of thought, perhaps divine 
--as yet hidden from our sight.

René Descartes (1596 165CD was
indubitably a profound philosopher. 
Indeed, Sigerist writing as recently 
as 1931 (Rm//. Inst. Hist. Med. Bal- 
CrnoiM, maintained that he in
fluenced medicine, in its widest sense, 
in a more definite way than any other 
thinker. Anatomy and physiology in
terested Descartes mainly in their 
bearings on the philosophy of the 
Universe, and he saw the urgent need 
for an intimate connection between 
body and soul, or, as the scientist 
might wish to have it stated, an 
inseparable union between physiology 
and psychology. De-cartes blazed a 
trail along which scientists have since 
gone on their way rejoicing in the 
foundation of well-equipped labora
tories- -many now handsomely en
dowed for experimental research on 
“ body and soul." The illustrious 
French philosopher’s views on the 
soul teem with interest. Speaking of 
it in the abstract he confessed that 

[September

" we can make many conjectures 
about the soul and have flattering 
hopes but no assurance." IIR views, 
though based on metaphysics—to 
him the root of the tree of science ■ 
were curiously compounded with 
more than a spice of mystic material
ism. On the one hand he field that 
the soul is independent of the brain 
and cognizable only through self
consciousness ; on the other, he en
unciated a spiritual indivisible sub
stance actually residing in the Pineal 
Body, that quaint little stalked ap
pendage of the brain, ruddy in shade, 
charming to behold, comparable in 
size and shape to a cherry-stone, or 
as some anatomists say, a diminutive 
fir-cone hence the name pineal.

.Nothing was known positively then 
in regard to the purport of this mys
terious little body. Yet curiously 
enough Galen, Greek physician of the 
second century, made hold to say 
that it was a secreting gland, which if 
hi- statement be regarded as a proph
ecy, has come true 1 Later, notably 
in the Middle Ages and extending 
past the period of the Renaissance, 
its functions were variously assigned 
to the control of the flow or to the 
collecting of the fluids of the brain 
and spinal cord. Such ideas were in 
vogue until the beginning of the pre
sent century. Another theory arose, 
namely, that the Pineal Body was a 
lymphatic gland which passed its 
secretion on to the third ventricle of 
the mid-brain, thence to the pituitary 
body, also a little stalked appendage, 
but which looked downward toward 
the base of the brain.

Descartes projected a wonderfully 
well-thought-out picture of a 
" rational soul *’ which whilst il occu
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pied the Pineal Body presided over 
the whole human frame, regarded by 
him in the light of an earthly 
machine 1 The subtle animal spirits 
which permeated the arteries were 
arrested, stored up and in due course 
passed on to the ventricles of the 
lore-brain, and from this second res
ervoir (walled in by the higher intel
lectual and moral centres) they were 
sent through the nerves—then sur
mised to be hollow tubes over the 
body. But should the spirits in the 
ventricles be uncertain in regard to 
their distribution the Pineal Body 
determined their destination by in
clining to one or other side of the 
middle line. Here then we are pre
sented with a soul, not by any means 
independent of the brain and cogni
zable only through self-consciousness. 
For it should be borne in mind that 
the Pineal Body both anatomically 
and developmentally is an integral 
part of the brain itself. Indeed the 
behaviour of this “ rational ” Pineal 
Soul bespeaks physiological activities, 
and of a truth, as Sir Michael Foster 
remarked in his History ot Physiol
ogy (1901). if for “the subtle fluid 
of the animal spirits ’’ we substitute 
“the molecular changes constituting 
a nerve impulse ’’ we see that the 
psycho-physiological views of the 
famous philosophic anatomist are 
not fundamentally different from 
those of our own time? Proceeding 
further, it seems as though the Pineal 
Body, empowered by a “rational 
soul ” to deflect itself from either side 
of the middle line, might play the 
part of a sense-organ, with the faculty 
of direction as its denominator 1 And 

mirabile dictu, millions of years ago 
before man arrived on the scene to 
probe into such mysteries ; when 
reptiles represented the summit-level 
of the animal creation ; the Pineal 
Body was verily a sense-organ, an 
eye, definitely equipped with special
ised ocular tissues 1

Was this fact known to Descartes ? 
It seems improbable, for his phi
losophy indicates that he stood aloof 
from the lower animals, regarding 
them all as mere automata, devoid 
of will or sensibility, man alone being 
endowed with soul, sensation, and 
free will. If Descartes had only 
made it his business to investigate 
the morphology and to correlate the 
ancestral history of the Pineal Body 
in lower vertebrates- more especially 
the ancient types he might have 
experienced a thrill : he could have 
obtained real, objective evidence of 
something astonishingly strange ; 
something which might have appeal
ed to the abstruse side of his 
philosophy ; something uncanny, 
almost transcendental for the mystic 
to reflect upon ; in the archetype 
presentation of the little “ cherry
stone “ 1 Nay more ; this wonderlt.il 
revelation could have been readily 
made by examining the Pineal 
Body of an extant lizard and 
observing in it a weird, unearthly, 
Cyclopean eye, which directs its 
stony gaze perpetually heaven
ward through a “ skylight ” in 
the crown of the head ! Surely to the 
student of comparative psychology 
this startling apparition might 
suggest the existence of a reptilian 
Pineal Soul 1 This Cyclopean eye, 

* Si.t also Sir Hunijihriw R, illesi on. Endwriui- in Ht/jlfh anti Distnxe (Oxford,
1936 ■■

wonderlt.il
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which also persists in some fishes, 
represents anatomically an anterior 
outgrowth of the Pineal Body, framed 
in the parietal foramen ■ “ the sky
light situated in the summit oi the 
skull.

This unpaired Pineal Tye certainly 
presents mysterious characters. To 
begin with. it. develops quite differ
ently from that of the ordinary 
paired eyes of vertebrates, in that its 
lens arises from the brain and not 
from the skin, and it represents only 
a moiety of the bilateral hollow 
embryonic pineal-bud springing from 
the roof covering the back of the fore
brain ; while in all vertebrates the 
final development represents only the 
portion which spring-, from the left 
side. Developmentally speaking, 
then. Hie Pineal Body is built up m 
two parts : a sense-organ, the median 
eye, and a glandular structure, known 
as the epiphysis. In mammals, 
including man, only the latter i-. laid 
down, and recent research indicate'- 
that the moiety which persists in man 
becomes a gland which furnishes an 
internal secretion. ■ But it was not so 
long ago that the cpiphysb to
gether with the parietal eye were said 
to represent a ve.-tigial sensory organ, 
implying that the median " Cyclo
pean " eye arose in the form of two 
eyes.t

But the very presence of the 
parietal eye is also a mystery for a< 
an organ of sense its powers of vision, 
judging from its architecture, would 
fall far short of those of the natural 
paired eyes, and an auxiliary sense
organ, inferior in potentialities, seems 
absurd. Sinel, in his well-thought-out

little book, ‘ The Sixth Scuse ' (,1927) 
draws an analogy between the Pinctil 
Eye, the ienestr;e in (he head of the 
cockroach, and the ocelli in the head 
of the bee and in other insects. The 
function of all is the same, namely, 
" the reception of etheric rays 'that 
elude the ordinary sense-organs, and 
at the same time pass them on to 
those portions of the brain that can 
render them manifest, and even re
solve them into some form of 
consciousness." Let us recall the 
unique manner in which the Pineal 
Eye develop-;. Sinel suggests that the 
I-'meal Body or its counterpart in 
insects is the seat of a bath sense 
which operate-- on tile ¡acuity of 
direction, and thereby he explains 
many phenomena, heretofore regard
ed as impenetrably mystei ioiw. such 
as the homing instinct in bees and 
other insects nod in birds on migra
tion ; clairvoyance and telepathy. In 
support of the aigument that insects 
are not always guided by one or more 
of the five ordinary physical senses, 
he cites the familiar ca-e of moths ; 
if a live female m<>1h iw deposited in 
a box in a room, male-; ol it< kind 
soon arrive from all quarters, and 
either enter the room or flutter 
against the window-- for admission. 
As a control experiment, Labre, the 
famous entomologist, captured fifteen 
male moths which had entered hi- 
study and were found fluttering round 
a box containing a female. He re
moved their antenna' ithe organs of 
smell i and next morning carried the 
insects in a bag to a wood two miles 
away, where he set them free. The 
same evening they were back in his 

'Sir AiUmi Keilti, mill /Agwogew'.
t Wit-cjiTUiriin. Ci‘»i/>in/ilire «1 t'< Tit !mi!t .< Ti;sii-lnl wi l»y J’mi-w: : 1S!171.
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study. and evidently the olfactory 
sense had not guided them. In some 
experiments on the homing instinct 
in bees Darwin, who helped him, 
suggested that this mysterious faculty 
might depend upon some force com
parable to magnetism or electric cur
rents ol some sort.

In the evolution of vertebrate ani
mals, the Pineal Eye and its 
“ window” have become closed, 
except in a few types of reptiles and 
fishes, and that part of the Pineal 
Body which persists has become 
occluded in varying degrees by super
imposed areas of the brain. In birds 
and mammals the elaborate ocular 
architecture is wanting ; in fact, as 
already mentioned, only the basal 
part of the Pineal Body in man is 
laid down in the embryo. It. is rep- 
resented post-nalally as an irregular 
mass of cells, rather simple in type, 
arranged in loosely disposed strands, 
interspersed with numerous blood
vessels. Fine granules, known as 
“ brain-sand,'" composed of calcium, 
ammonium, and magnesium phos
phates abound. This basal part is the 
moiety which serves as an internal 
secreting gland. Thus the Pineal Body 
in higher vertebrates has become so 
simplified histologically that it would 
seem as though retrograde changes 
had taken place. Nor indeed was it 
surprising that some scientists, not so 
Long ago. suggested relegating the 
shrunken little " cherry-stone” to the 
position of a vestigial appendage of 
the brain.

Following such a signal change in 
structure, it seems difficult to sustain 
the theory that the Pineal Body in 
existing higher vertebrates still func
tions as a sense-organ, namely of 

direction a sixth sense according to 
Sinel. In admitting that the Pineal 
body is not as large in man as in 
vertebrates of lower types (to say 
nothing of profound differences in 
structure), this investigator says : — 
" This is as we should expect, for 
disuse causes -in more or less degree 
■ the atrophy of any bodily organ ; 
and in man especially in civilised 
man -there is no call lor it.1’ Of the 
homing instinct perhaps that is fairly 
admissible ; but surely clairvoyance 
and telepathy loom as mysterious 
factors in human affairs 1

As a matter of fact modern research 
has at last shed some definite light 
upon what ^eems to be the true pur
port ol the Pineal Body. It is now 
known that it can function as an 
endocrine gland, and that its secre
tion, technically called a hormone, 
can gain access into the blood-stream 
and reach the male sex-glands, on 
which it can exercise its specific 
influence in controlling sexual devel
opment before the allotted time of 
puberty. Nevertheless, it is still a 
moot point as to whether the Pineal 
should be regarded strictly as an en
docrine gland, in the same sense as 
the thyroid and the pituitary. Total 
excision of the Pineal Body in lower 
animals has certainly resulted, not 
only in accelerated sexual develop
ment accompanied by hypertrophy 
of the genitalia, hut also in excessive 
development of sex-ornaments, such 
as combs, wattles, and other append
ages in fowls. Tumours of the Pineal 
(hand, quite possibly By decontrolling 
its inhibiting mechanism, have been 
found intimately associated in some 
instances with startling manifesta
tions of precocity in young boys. It 
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has been suggested, however, by 
Baudouin and others, in 1932, that 
sex-precocity with abnormally en
larged genitalia may be caused by 
disturbances in the base ot the brain 
by the tumour, and not in changes in 
the Pineal (Hand itself. In fact, 
Bailey in I utt-rc ¡a nial
(1933 i, points out that the inhibitory 
powers oi the pineal hormone are 
based on sparse evidence.

Recently, experimental i>ts have
tried (he effects of feeding animals 
with Pineal Bland material of their 
own species, and while the general 
results pointed to increased growth 
at time> astonishingly rapid on the 
other hand, it was only in some cases 
that mental and sexual precocity were 
definitely marked. The animals sub
mitted to experimental tests were 
mainly rats and guinea pigs, old and 
young. Ii is obvious that along this 
line of research the view that under 
normal conditions the pineal hormone 
effectually controls sexual maturity 
before the ousel of puberty, i< nol 
irrefragable established. Sir Hum
phrey Rolleston in his Endocniu. 
Organs in IJi'iilili and Disease. 
(1936) points out in respect to Pineal 
tumours that <ome patients have been 
“wise beyond their years.“ In the 
PtwiWmgs, Royal Society of Medi
nin:, London. 7fD9, .Xowell cites 
the case of a boy aged five-and- 
a-hali years who portrayed physical 
development of a boy of fifteen years 
and who “spent much time in dis
cussing the immortality of the soul 
and life after death " ; recalling Des
cartes’s contemplations concerning 
the function of the I’ineal Body.

Mammary enlargement ha- oc

curred in boys afflicted with 
Pineal tumours, but like many 
erratic, sexual developments featuring 
feminine traits in the male, this con
dition may be found apart from 
pineal tumours in otherwise quite 
healthy individuals, and indeed, may 
be correlated with lack of proper 
balance in the endocrine equilibrium, 
taken as a whole.

One other purport of the Pineal 
Body remains to be mentioned. De 
Candia (/?cr. Irani: d'endocrinol., 
Paris 1931' consider-, from his 
investigations made on man and 
lower animals, that tile Pineal Body 
control- a centre in the brain con
cerned with the metabolism of 
calcium.

In conclusion, it cannot be gain
said that while modern research has 
made very considerable strides, there 
are still many gaps in our knowledge 
and many discordant notes to be 
eliminated. In fact Sampson Wright, 
in his article on “Endocrines in 
Theory and Practice ; Thymus and 
Pineal Glands,” in the British Medi
cal Journal of April 2-lth, 1937. 
says : “ It is exceedingly doubtful
whether the evidence available at the 
moment is sufficient to warrant the 
inclusion of the pineal or the thymus 
among the ductless glands which 
secrete specific hormones,” Doubt
less, therefore, to the scientist and the 
physician, no less than to the mystic 
philosopher, whatever be their shade 
of thought, however fixed or fluid be 
their ethic, to each and all, further 
investigations of the little '* cherry
stone,” so full of charm and mystery, 
will continue to prove a matter of 
sheer delight.

C. J. P.\iTEN



MYSTICS AXI) SCHOLARS
| Jj)VL‘is of Asia must t'eel grateful to Arthur W aky for the beautiful English 

translations he has given us of ancient lore, among them The Tale <>j Genji. In this 
short, article, he reconciles the attitudes of men of two castes, who ought to be co
operating and thus benefiting lite world to a greater extent than they are doing at 
present. His latest publication is The !3<wk o) Songs which no doubt will charm 
the readers of itis 170 Chinese Pomis and other works. Eos. I

One has only to glance1 at the 
review columns of any journal 
devoted io mysticism or any learned 
publication dealing with the study of 
Oriental texts to see that the scholar 
and the mystic are apt to take an 
unflattering view of each other's 
activities. To the mystic it seems 
that the scholar is handling his sub
ject entirely from outside, and 
epithets such as ‘purblind’, 
‘pedantic',, ‘superficial’, * narrow', are 
among the kindliest that his critic 
applies to him. To the scholar, on 
the other hand, the productions of 
the mystic often appear to he 
slovenly. uncritical, lacking in 
historical and ethnological perspec
tive ; in a word, * unscholarly ’, a label 
which at once betrays the scholar’s 
failure to understand that there can 
be aims quite other than his own. Eor 
it is no more the business of a 
mystic to be scholarly than of a 
scholar to be esoteric.

This mutual recrimination comes, 
it is clear, from the failure of mystic 
and scholar to understand each 
other’s aims. The mystic has reached 
and would lead others into realms 
where the mind cannot enter, and he 
measures the value of a text by its 
capacity to carry the reader beyond 
the zone of common experience, '['he 
scholar's approach to a text is of a 
quite different kind. He wants to 

know how it came into existence, 
what relation it bears to historical 
facts, what peculiarities it exhibits, 
whether of dialect, metric or composi
tion.

Take the case of the Bhagavad-Gita. 
A mystic will read it from end to end 
with acquiescence. lie will not stop 
to ask if ihe combat, which must not 
be evaded is a spiritual or a physical 
one. nor be perplexed by the strange
ness of a battlefield that is at the 
same time an academy of meta
physics. He will be content to harvest 
in the emotional experience which an 
imaginative reading of the work im
plies.

But the scholar will from the very 
start be asking questions. What is 
this strange work ? A battle ballad 
transformed into a mystic treatise or 
a mystic treatise popularized under 
the guise of a ballad ? What state of 
society does it reflect ? What 
influence.-, whether of Buddhism, 
Jainism, Occidental knowledge, does 
it show ?

Or imagine the case of a manu
script found in desert, sands. To the 
scholar its main interest will be the 
light it throws on the order in which 
events happened. It proves, let us 
say, that this or that doctrine did not 
begin with Asanga, that such or such 
a familiar monastic custom was un
known to the early Sarvastivadins. 
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The mystic, on the other hand, will 
value the find for the intrinsic im
portance of its contents, for the 
capacity of the recovered text to carry 
him into hitherto unexplored regions 
of experience. Thus, to the mystic 
the activities ol the scholar are apt 
to sc.-m trivial ; whereas to the 
scholar the enthusiasm of the mystic 
will often appear to he ba-ed on mere 
credulousness and gullibility. For the 
scholar see> him, let us say, deriving 
inspiration from what can very satis
factorily be proved to be a forgery, 
lie does not understand that from the 
mystic’s point of view it is a matter 
of complete indifference how a docu
ment came into existence, provided 
that it is of intrinsic value,

I have dealt with extreme cases of 
misunderstanding. In practice it i< 
more often the mystic who uses hard 
words about the scholar ; whereas the 
scholar either ignores the mystic or is 
mildly facetious at his expense in a 
patronizing “ short notice.”

There is (from the mystic’s point 
of view) this much to be said for the 
scholar : that without him the my-tic 

would in most cases never have 
had access to the non-I European 
texts which are to-day the basis 
of most European mysticism. 
Scholars made the dictionaries 
and grammars, forged the tools which 
the mystic who would go beyond his 
own native speech is forced to use. 
Moreover the objectivity which the 
scholar imposes upon himself, the 
determination to find out facts, how 
ever disappointing they may be, the 
resolute exclusion of his own emo
tions and desires—(his objectivity is 
a state of mind that has al least the 
distinction of having very i-eldom 
been achieved in the history of the 
world. The Greeks achieved it, and 
European science has aspired to it 
since the Renaissance. Elsewhere it 
has been unknown. I have sometimes 
thought thill the disinterestedness of 
scholarship at its best, with its renun
ciation of emotion and desire, implies 
a discipline no less arduous than that 
of yegfl, and that the scholar at his 
best has achieved a spiritual state in 
some measure analogous to that, of 
the yogi.

Arthfr Waj.ey

“ Listen. Macknn. Doth worry about other 
people. Just look into your own heart. You'll 
know win enough tlwn which way to decide."

-Arthur Willey's Bridge tii Dreams



T1 IE LONG HOUSE
ELIE LE.Uil E OF'ElIE IKOOl'OIS

| Junius Truslow Adams, the cck.-brat.vcl liistoiian of the U.S.A, wrote in our 
issue of Inst Jatumy oil " Lincoln mid the Woild Crisis " m which he showed what 
line the great statesman would follow if he were in Europe to-day.

In this, essay our esteemed contributor writes about the League of a tribe 
of Red Indians which in its day and generation proved a success while the League 
of X'ations of to-day lias failed. Mr. Adams points out that "the origin of the 
Iroquois League is lost in the mists of legend" and adds that, "what first started 
these on the road toward a political development nowhere else achieved at such a 
stage is as insoluble a problem as what started the Creeks of Athens on their extra
ordinary development” We might well ask - Can it not be that the League in 
16(W was already ;t remnant <>f a very ancient civilization ? Why should we take 
it for granted that the Red Indian tribes were mere primitive savages’J Why could 
they not be a race declining in civilization? For example are not the Greeks of 
to-day a remnant of the great culture and civilization of old Greece?

Another interesting fact brought out by our able and painstaking author is 
the existence of a kind of a Hindu caste-system. There1 seem to have, been eight 
castes among the Iroquois, and the League had a social significance besides the 
political one ; it administered the important institution of inter-marriage. How the 
family and caste were used to preserve political peace is shown in the article.—Eos.j

One of the most interesting polit
ical organizations in the history of 
man was that of the federal league of 
the Five Nations of Iroquois Indian 
stock which, when the Europeans first 
came to America, occupied practically 
all of the present State of New York 
from the Hudson River to the Great 
Lakes. The league is interesting both 
because it appears to have been the 
highest form of political life attained 
by any race while still in the 
hunting stage, and because it was a 
deliberate and successful effort to 
preserve peace among peoples who 
had hitherto lived in constant war
fare with one another.

Peoples who live by hunting require 
a large geographical area even when 
game is fairly plentiful, and as popu
lation increases fresh limiting fields 
have to be sought. Such peoples, 
therefore, even of one racial stock, 

tend to break: up into small groups, 
tribes or hordes. Moreover, as the 
pressure on the means of subsistence 
becomes greater, these groups come 
to consider the normal attitude 
toward one another as that of 
hostility. War becomes not only a 
means of preserving group existence 
but a pastime and the path to 
personal glory and prestige. Unlike 
the complex agricultural and mining 
civilizations of central America and 
Peru, such was the condition prevail
ing among the half million or so of 
Indians who occupied the present 
area of the United States when the 
white men first appeared among 
them, with a few exceptions.

There were innumerable “ tribes ” 
who spent their lives in hunting for 
food and fighting one another for 
possession of hunting grounds, and 
for love of fighting. Among these 
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were the five, so-called "nations", 
who dwelt in the beautiful interior 
of New York Slate, the Mohawks, 
Oneidas, Onondagas, Senecas and 
Cayugas, all of whose names have 
been preserved as those of rivers and 
lakes. What first started these on the 
road toward a political development 
nowhere else achieved at such a stage 
is as insoluble a problem as what 
started the Greeks of Athens on their 
extraordinary development. The 
origin of the Iroquois League is lost, 
in the mists of legend but it had 
evidently long been an accomplished 
(act when the Dutch arrived in 16(19. 
Among the present-day survivors, 
some four thousand or so, living on 
reservations, the league still maintains 
a shadow}' existence although its real 
importance ended in 1783 when the 
L’nited States became independent 
and took over the Indian lands. 
Prior to that the British Government 
had treated with the League as with 
any other foreign power.

Two points about the origin of the 
League seem certain. One is that it 
was the result not oi slow develop
ment of blind forces but of political 
thinking at a particular point in 
time, and that its object was to bring 
peace to warring tribes. The Five 
Nations had been constantly engaged 
in war with one another, and with 
all others. From the time the League 
was founded the Iroquois became one 
peaceful confederation and so power
ful as to be able to control to a great 
extent the destiny of other tribes 
over nearly a quarter of the I'nited 
States, from the Atlantic Ocean to 
the Mississippi River and down to 
the Carolinas. In the interest of 
peace, these other tribes were given 

the simple, if bitter, choice between 
submission or extermination. Al
though a League of so-called savages 
in the hunting stage, so great was its 
power and influence that it had a 
permanent and important effect on 
world history. Always treated well 
by the Dutch and by the British after 
the conquest of New Netherland in 
1665, the Iroquois stood steadily for 
the British against the French, and 
although I think' it too much to say 
it was due to them that North 
America became Anglo-Saxon in 
culture instead of Latin, they 
undoubtedly were a great factor in 
bringing about that result.

It is not easy to discuss the 
structure of the League in a few 
words, for it was both simple and 
complex, but we can do so in broad 
outline. 'I'he Iroquois called it “ the 
long house," which well describes it. 
Architecturally, the " long house" 
of the Iroquois was a communal 
dwelling in which many families 
lived their independent family lives 
but under one roof. Such was the 
League.

The Five Nations, whose numbers 
have been variously estimated at from 
15,000 to 70,000. each maintained its 
“ national " independence and yet 
united into a larger community. 'I’he 
connection was not a mere alliance 
which, among civilized as well as 
barbarian societies, is likely to be a 
rope of sand. It was a federal 
onion, something of the nature of the 
I’nited Statcs-and other such unions, 
but even such a union might not 
have long survived the constant 
temptation to the coveting of each 
other’s lands and to warfare. The 
interesting point about this League 
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is the depth to which its roots 
extended.

The general afi’airs of the group 
of Five Nations were managed by 
a body of fifty Sachems, the 
number being permanently fixed, A 
certain number of these fifty was also 
permanently allotted to each Nation, 
although, for reasons we need not 
enter into here, the numbers were 
not equally divided. By means of a 
peculiar form of group voting, how
ever, each Nation had an equal voice, 
though unequal representation, in 
the Sachem body of fifty. The 
Indian had no idea of majority 
voting, and, like the old Diet in 
Boland, any vote of the Sachems had 
to be unanimous or the proposal 
before them failed of passage. The 
normal difficulty of frequent dead
locks was overcome, however, by the 
same peculiar system of group voting 
just alluded to, and apparently 
unanimity was the general rule. The 
Sachems had charge and complete 
control of all general civil and 
military policies affecting the welfare 
of ail Five Nations, and their offices 
were hereditary in a sense which we 
shall explain in a moment. They 
represented the federal state, so to 
call it, in all dealings with other 
Indian tribes or with the white men, 
and for decisions in such matters met 
in a council. On the other hand, 
they had nothing to do with the con
duct of military operations in a war 
decided upon, nor with the internal 
affairs of each nation. War, among 
the Indians, was usually an affair 
of a personal leader gathering around 
him his own group of warriors, and 
when a war was started it was left 
to such to carry it on. The internal 

affairs of each nation were run 
by the Sachems of each nation but 
as a group of leaders in the nation 
and not in the general Council.

The League was thus an oligarch} 
and each nation was a smaller 
oligarchy but tempered by much 
democracy. A class of “ chiefs ” 
developed, men who by prowess in 
war or superior abilities in civil life 
became influential. The position of 
chief was not hereditary and so 
opened a career for the talents. Both 
the chiefs and many of the ordinary 
Indians, women as well as men, 
attended the national or League 
Councils, and if they thought the 
Sachems were adopting measures 
which were unwise or disliked, they 
would hold a separate meeting and 
then convey their own decisions to 
the Sachems who were thus closely' in 
touch with and influenced by public 
opinion.

As so far described there is perhaps 
nothing remarkable about the League 
as a political idea, and considering 
the Indian’s love for war and the fact 
that these five nations had been at 
war with one another generation 
after generation, such an organization 
could not have been expected to sur
vive long. We now come to the most 
interesting point about it. Although 
the League was a deliberate piece of 
political thinking, these hunter 
Indians realized that if it were not to 
be a mere perishable alliance it must 
be interwoven with the most import
ant institutions of Indian life and 
thought. In this field, the "tribe” 
or gens was of supreme importance. 
Of these there were eight among the 
Iroquois, named from their symbols, 
the Wolf, Deer, Bear, Snipe, Beaver, 
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Ilerou, Turtle and Ilawk. We have- 
not space here to detail at length the 
regulations, known to any anthropo
logist, as to marriage with respect 
to a tribe or gens. Suffice it to say, 
that every member of each tribe 
considered himself as much the blood 
brother or sister of every other 
member as if they had had the same 
parents. This entailed loyalties and 
also prohibited inter-marriage. The 
Wolf, Bear, Beaver and Turtle tribe- 
were also considered as being 
brothers and sisters, and the other 
four likewise, so that a Wolf could 
not marry a Bear but had to choose 
from Hawk, Heron etc.

Whether iust at the time ol the 
formation of the League or not we 
do not know, these tribes were in 
effect divided into five parts, and one- 
fifth placed in each of the five 
nations. The extraordinary conse
quence of this move was that war 
between the nations became impos
sible became a Hawk in the Seneca 
tribe was blood brother to a Hawk 
in the other four nations, atid so on, 
and could not fight him. It has 
been said that "this was the mean- 
of effecting the most perfect union 
of separate nations ever devised by 
the wit of man." Moreover, a- a roan 
or woman could not marry within the 
tribe, there were two tribes repre
sented in every household. Descent 
was traced in the female line and the 
tribe was considered as one family. 
We m;iy here come back to the 
hereditary status of the fifty Sachems. 
The office hereditary but did 
not descend from father to son. It 
was merely hereditary in the family, 
which was the tribe. Within that 
unit, therefore, the family, or tribe, 

could always elect its ablest man 
as hereditary Sachem. With the 
power of election also went the 
right of deposition, so that the 
whole system was both flexible and 
democratic while tit the same 
time providing for continuity and 
a power ra great, a- to give these five 
small nations control of nearly a 
quarter of the present Lnited States 
over other tribes who did not pos
sess their own extraordinary polit
ical ragaciIy. From time u> time 
these others had joined in temporary 
alliances for war purpose-;, to be 
broken almost as soon a- made. 
None of them ever brought such 
power a?- came to the Iroquois or 
brought peace.

It is impossible to ray what might 
have happened had the white man 
not come to America to interrupt 
this beginning of political develop
ment among the aborigines. Whether, 
given time, they might have advanced 
from the hunting to a fiigher stage, 
and built up a civilization comparabie 
to those of the Inca, the ,‘wtec or the 
others to the south, cannot now be 
determined. What they did do, 
howew. at their own -tage, is very 
remarkable, and carries possibly 
some lesson tor us to-day.

In the present war-torn world, 
filled with old feuds and hatreds it 
may -eem impossible and too ide
alistic to envisage any new order 
which will bring peace and security'. 
And yet, what would have appeared 
more impossible than that five 
nations of savages who had been 
hereditary enemie< through a long 
period o( tradition could possibly 
base developed such a working 
"League ol Nations" as the 
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Seneciis, Mohawks and others did ? 
They worked out a system that 
endured lor several hundred years al 
least, and might in time have 
embraced a continent. The partial 
inclusion of a sixth nation, the 
Tuscaroi'as, showed that the system 
had possibilities of growth and 
expansion. We must note, however, 
that with all the political ingenuity 
displayed, the inndanienlal reason 
icky Ike plan iccirked- icas spiritual 
and not political. The ,L Long 
Mouse " was not merely an alliance. 
It was not merely a federal union of 
state.'. It was a social organism 
based on the fundamental belief in 
the Brotherhood of Man. It was 
because a Seneca Wolf and an Oneida 
Wolf and a Mohawk Wolf and so on, 
felt that they were blood brothers and 
so could not wield the tomahawk 
again<t one another that their hands 
were stayed, mid peace came where it 

would have been least expected. It 
was this sudden shift from the feeling 
of enmity to the feeling of brother
hood that brought and maintained 
peace, stability and prosperity. 
Obviously, we cannot use the same 
mechanism to-day but we can 
use the fundamental idea, and is 
it hoping too much that we may 
yet develop a mechanism in accord 
with our conditions v Inch may 
enable us, as it did the savage 
Iroquois, to base a political structure 
on spiritual foundations and so 
ensure its success? in a world 
devoted to politics and economics, 
and looking to them ior its salvation, 
there seenw to me a protound lesson 
to be learned from this enduring work 
of North American barbarians. The 
“Long Mouse“ achieved and endur
ed. If the League ol .Nations fails, 
we may well contra-4 tire ha-is of the 
one with that of the other.

James Trusi.ow Armts

The : ancient and modern i Western American Zuñí Indians seem to have 
entertained simitar views. Their present -clay customs, i heir I md it ion.' and records, 
all point to the fact that, from time immemorial, their institutions political, social 
and religious were (and still are) shaped according to die septena iy principle. 
Thus all t.heit ancient towns ami villages were built tn dusters oi six, around a 
seventh. It is always a group of seven, or of thirteen, and always the six surrouml 
the seventh. Again, their sacerdotal hierarchy is composed of six ” Priests of the 
House" seemingly synthesized in the seventh, who is a woman, the " Priestess 
Mother.’'

The Zuñí priests receive an annual tribute, to this day, of corn of seven 
colours. Undistinguished from other Indians during the whole par. on a certain 
day, they come out. ■: the six priests and one priestess! arrayed in 1 heir pt lastly tobes, 
each of a colegir sacred to the particular Lad whom the priest serves and personifies , 
each of them representing one of the seven regions. and each tecciving corn of the 
colour corresponding to that region.

■■-The Secret Doctrine, Vol. II, pp. 62S-29.



THE FOREIGN MISSIONS OF ASOKA

i l)r, Radhiikuniud Mookcrji, >cli(ikir and h istoriati, is well-known for his 
reseaiches. esix'cinlly in Asokau loie. - Kps. |

The question of the foreign mis
sions of Asoka is somewhat bound up 
with the general question of tlie 
influence of Indian or Eastern 
thought on the thought oi the West. 
Vincent Smith has pointed out 
that " it is undeniable that Bud
dhist thought ha> left its mark 
upon some phases of Westeri 
thought." Max Muller had 
first shown that there are many 
parallels between carl}’ Buddhism 
and Christianity which cannot be 
taken as mere coincidence?', but must 
have been the outcome of cultural 
intercourse. Among these may be 
mentioned custom- like coiifes-ion, 
lasting, priestly celibacy and the use 
of rosaries, which Christianity mti-l 
have borrowed lrom Buddhism. 
Again, the stamp of Indian thought 
can be definitely traced in ,-Esopian 
fables and in some parts of the Bible.

It also left its mark upon certain 
non-Chri-tian systems which flourish
ed in early tinim in Western Asia. One 
of these was the sect of the /A'senes, a 
small Jewish community on the 
shores oi (he Dead Sea, which fol
lowed certain semi-a-cetic piactice<. 
These Essenes flourished earlier than

Christianity. According to James 
Moffatt, " Buddhistic tendencies 
helped to shape some of the Essenic 
characteristics as well as some ol 
those in second century Gnosticism." 
(Encyclopedia oi Religion and
Elhics, v, 101) Similarly there was
another sect of pre-Christian Judaism, 
the Therapcuta.’, who lived in the 
neighbourhood of Alexandria and 
developed doctrines and ways of life 
which also are traced to the influence 
of Buddhism. According to Moffatt 
{Ibid., xil, 318). "several traits ol 
the Therapeutic Discipline recall 
Buddhist Monasticism, e.g., combi
nation of cmnobitic life with study, 
contemplation, and vegetarianism." 
Some have traced the term Therupeut 
to the Buddhistic Thera-put tas- 
sons of the Thera. He further holds 
that Buddhist influence had pene
trated Egyptian Hellenism by the 
first century B.C., as it had penetrated 
the later Gnosticism.*

The most important agency in the 
spread of Indian thought to the 
West was undoubtedly the foreign 
missions of Asoka who reigned 
between 27-1-232 B.C., though it is 
difficult to find adequate evidence oi 

1 t_f. Ii. !C;i .ill Ay s Kt' I '>u >. tl.[I. 12. i1877; " The OwAc-; cnt<■ rt.aint/cl
many <>! till- I-A'i-tii-an ideas : uni! 11a- I'i-'eni-s had iht-ir " greater " and " minor " Mysier- 
ies ai least two cututii irs Ircfore our era. They wet is itw Ismiiu or IidiElc.c lilt? descei)ci
ants ol the Iigy[)tian hierophants, in vdiosi' enumry they had been set lied lor several cen
turies before they were omvr.rled to J.5nddhi>’, ic monasticism by the missionaries <>f King 
Asoka. and ama Kama led later with the earliest Christians; arid they existed, probably, 
before I he old Egyptian temples were rli-setralid and mined in tile incessant invasions ol 
Persians. Greeks, and other con entering Imides.'' 'there arc iinmerous interesting references 
to ibis topic in this very iirst bonk ol Mme. Hlavalsky— Ens.
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their scope and character and the 
content of their teachings abroad. 
Broadly speaking, there arc two 
sources of evidence, viz., texts and 
stones, the many legends centring 
round the personality of Asoka and 
the various inscriptions which Asoka 
had recorded on rocks, constituting a 
sort of autobiography. The foreign 
missions are testified to in three of 
his inscriptions Kock Edicts n, v 
and xiii. These Edicts show that 
Asoka despatched his missions to 
several foreign peoples and states 
as follows

(1) The Chokis. the I'andyas. the 
Satiyaputras, the Kerala pul ras 
and Tarnraparni (Ceylon 1 in 
the South :

(2} The Yonas, Kambojas and Can- 
dharas on the Northwestern 
ironticr ;

(3) The Rahi.rikas. the Pitinikas 
and other peoples of Apar- 
aiitaka (Western India) ;

f 4 ) The tribal territory rtf Asoka's 
frontier peopks (Aiiilas) "up 
to the extent of (TO yojanas " ;

¡5> Tin- five Hellenistic States and 
countries ruled by the following 
Kings, viz. : -
(a') Antiochus II Theos of 

Syria (201-2T; n.c.t
>/< Ptolemy II 1’hiladelphos 

of Egypt (285-247 bcj
i c) Antigonos Conatas of Ma

cedonia (278-239 me.!
< r/1 Magas oi Cymric (West 

of Egypt) ¡300-285 B.C.; 
and

¡ci Alexander (of Etiirus ? i 
¡272 <258 iu\)'

Asoka’s reference to these Western 
Kings as his contemporaries is very 
valuable for his own chronology and 
also for locating his disputed foreign 
missions definitely in both space and 
time. As all these kings were alive 
lip to 258 B.C. it must have been at 

that time that his foreign missions 
were working in distant Western 
countries.

The next questions are, what was 
the exact work of these missions and 
what were their teachings ?

According to Rock Edict II, theirs 
was a humanitarian mission, the 
organisation of measures for the 
relief of the suffering of all sentient 
beings, men and animal. by means of 
medical treatment ¡,r/u7r/7.T ■ on the 
ba-is of the <upply *’1 all the 
requisites for such treatment and the 
matei ¡als for the manufacture of 
medicines, meh as ” herbs, roots, and 
fruits,” together with an adequate 
staff of physicians, hi Rock Edict 
v, the scope of these Missions is 
enlarged to include the promotion of 
moral in addition to physical welfare. 
11 is missionaries were " now employ
ed in the establishment and growth 
of Dharma,” among those who were 
religiously inclined (dhaTMa-yukla),

To put this new religion in a nut
shell. it depended and insisted upon 
Right Conduct in till relations of life. 
Therefore, these religious mission
aries of A-oka had a wide field of 
work embracing ah castes and creeds, 
ail nationalities, Indians, and foreign
ers, ‘’Yonas'’ and Hindus, and all 
classes and ranks of society. Thus 
we aie told (in R. E. v.i that they 
were at work among “ ascetics and 
householders, soldiers and their 
chiefs, and all sects.” They sought 
also to relieve suffering among " the 
destitute and the disabled " and were 
even empowered to apply remedies 
against legal suffering by having 
justice tempered by mercy where 
deserved. The scheme of Social 
Service for the promotion of physical 
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and moral welfare was further 
g'enerali>ed and finally defined under 
the designation of Dhdrmd-Vijdya 
(iion-violent moral conquest1 in 
R. E. XIII. Here .Veka takes credit 
for the fact tlirit this Diitirwci-Vijaya 
by which people are conquered by 
luxe and concerted to the moral life 
has been already “ repeatedly 
achiex cd by him both in hi- own 
dominions anal among all his frontier 
peoples," up to the tcrritoiies of the 
lice Western Kings mentioned above, 
lie furilie-!' states in the same Edie! 
" Everywhere arc people following 
my religious precept-1. Even thrve. 
to whom my envoys < fluids'; do not 
go, follow my precepts by hearing of 
them." Thu1 '-hoxxs timat by about 
258 H.C. YsTa's missions were 
flourishing in the We-I.

It mu-t b‘-' -lic-sci'l that hi-1 mis
sionaries were 1:0; pleaching abroad 
any s^etadat1: religious doctrines. H 
they had been, thos-? doctrines could 
have made no beadwav in the West. 
Indeed. taking their preaching in 
thi-- li”ht. the late Dr. T. W. Rhys 
David-, with all his zeal )or Buddhist 
thought, condemned Asoka's reference 
to lib- foreign missions as “ mere loyal 
rodomontade." adding that it w as 
absurd " to expect the (keeks to dis
card their (lobs at pio bidding of the 
Hindus." Bat (he fad is that the 
Hindus were not anxious to bring 
(heir Cod- to Europe. They were 
anxious onlv to bring to it India’s 
message of Peace on Earth and Pood 
Wil! among Men. of Cnivcrsal Peace, 
of !)!!drnid-Vi)dyd, the conquest 
of right superseding the bloody 
conquest of might to be pro
claimed by Dhdi'ind-yltdshd (drum 
of Dharma. I.aw i silencing the Bitt i'E 

ghosha (Drum of War! (R. E. iv).
The subject of preaching prescrib

ed by Asoka for his mission is clearly 
indicated in his inscription recently 
discovered at Yerra.gudi in Kurnool 
District. It states that hi- oiheers, 
the lili jit has. mud " announce by beat 
of drums to the Janapadas (people 
of the countryside' as well as to the 
Rashtrikas (probably urban people) 
the following religious message : 
" Proper attention should be paid to 
parents, to teachers and preceptors 
and tender regard should he enter
tained tor all sentient beings." The 
inscription further states :

Thus announce ye the King's Mussage 
by his authority. Now the matter being 
such, here o?i ye the elephant riders, the 
Kan.iakas i clerks y (he charioteers, and 
(lie Brahmms 'religious teachers’ your 
ri'sKivtit nujuls. to woik according to (he 
good old rule... Kinsmen should pm- 
P'ltind the matter to (heir kinsmen, and 
teachers to their resident pupils, m the! 
this noble tradition remains ummpaiicd. 
Thus instruct ye your pupil- living wilh 
you, and keep them engaged.

All this epigraphic evidence on 
Asoka's foreign missions is supple
mented by that of texts. Some of 
these give interesting concrete details, 
(he actual names of individual mis
sionaries. and of the countries to 
which they were assigned, together 
with the particular texts prescribed 
for the teaching of tach.

According to (he Mdkdi'dtlisd, in 
the seventeenth year alter A<oka'- 
coronation, i.c.. in about 253 b.c:., (he 
monk Aloggaliputia Tn-sa convoked 
the third Buddhist Council, at the 
end of which “ he sent forth Thiras, 
one here and one there." Their 
names and the countries to which 
they were deputed arejhus given :
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sstituriry :

1. AI : : i il ian 1 ika

4. Malwiakvbita

3. Maijhima
■1. Dliarmar.-ikOii’a 

( a Yavaaa)
3. Mal là dharma 

rakshit a
tj. Alabiich-vn

7. Iiaksbita

5. Sm.ia ami I l-
laia

0. AI ali ■: i ! d ra v.ah 
Rifh 1 r i a, 

1 f i iva. Saar 
b a 1 a a a d 
BlaidraAra.

Cnnulry :

Kaslitnir ari r! (.mo
di i5ir;i.

Yavana or Oiitk
CoiLniry.

Ilimakya mumy. 
A;>;i:àntaka.

AlaliàràOii ra.

AI a ! li A ' a 11 la i.) da 1 a . Aly 
sort' or A Iàrldliàla Ì.

V-maraS 'North 
Ivanara').

Siiv;miniliiilmi i Pi yu 
aad M<a.ritmin 1.

Lanka Ceylon ).

This list i< repeated in SamaHla- 
pfisiidikri wiih illy additional detail 
that when A Ini jhim:.i went to llema- 
vanta-Pradesa, (boti compìHing five 
districts or ì risiti fits. he look with him 
[our u-sociate^, namely, Kassapa- 
gotta, Alakadeva, I hmddubhimra 
and Mahadwa. T'hztt these names 
are nol legendary is proved by the 
fact that <ome of (hem are mention
ed in in-eriptirm< found on certain 
relic ca-kets unearthed at Stupa No. 2 
at Sanclii and Stupa .No. 2 at 
Sonari.*  The mine text also mention^ 
the subjects of teaching prescribed lor 
these missionaries lor their w.-vpect 1 ve 
countries.

* Fur rietaiK w- my . p/iG/. pp. 232-235.

For the Himalaya, country the b-xt 
prescribed was the well-known 
Dharma - t'hfikirt ■ prttvar/aim - Sitlrfi. 
propounding the famous eitj] it h >lil 
path of Buddhi-m.

For tile Aparanta count!'}' iWest
ern India ■ it was the Ayyikhmidhit- 
pfima-Sit/la (The Di-coume on the 
Parable of the [■'lames of Fire, 
Aiiyntiftra Xikdya, iv, 128-13u! . 'Phis 
sutta teaches that it i< belter to die 

in (lames than in sins with their 
dreadful consequences and inculcates 
(he virtue of cippamiida.

For Kashmir and Gandhara, the 
text is ADi'isilpamdsutta (given in 
Sumyulla, iv, 1721, It is the parable 
of four kind - of poisonous snakes, five 
enemies, the murderer and maraud
ers, Tire four snakes stand for the 
four Nlahabhutas (Threat elements'!, 
the five enemies for the five ajittre
bates of existence, the murderer is 
passion (nandi-Tdj’c) and the 
marauders are the six objects 
of sense, 'fhe Sutta teaches that one 
can escape from all these enemies by 
taking the Noble high (fold Path.

For Malnshamandala, the text 
taken «'as the Deinnlnla-sul. la (as 
given in Mnnhimn. JU, 178 mid 
.Aiiynltiiin, I, 1381. It tells of the 
messengers oi tile God of Death such 
as (li Punishment of a sinner after 
death, (2) decay and (2) death, as 
warnings against sin, which is defin
ed as lack of proper attention to 
mother, father, Sramanas and Brail- 
matias, cherishing wrong views and 
the like.

The text, carried to Vanavasi was 
.4 n a mu! a gge - pit ri yiiytt {Smiiyiitta, n, 
I78fj which refers to the never-end
ing succession of births and deaths 
ill srtmsXti with all its ills, from 
which the only escape is a knowledge 
of the Four Truths and the Noble 
Fightfold Path.

The text lor Maharattha (Maha
rashtra' was M(ihrim~n'(id<t-K(iss(tpii.- 
Jfiti/kn in which a king ask^ an ascetic 
;is to variois moral dut ics and is help
ed to get over his heresy.

The famous lirahniiijdla-siitlanla 
was carrier! to Suvarnabhumi and 
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Kalaka rd ina-sut tavta to Yonarati- 
ham.

It is thus apparent that all these 
texts taught in the different regions 
on the frontier?, of India av.d in the 
interior conveyed no sectarian doc
trines, but. only the Buddhist pi inn
pies of morality, of thought and life, 
which would be approved by all, 
irrespective of caste or creed.

It will be noticed also that where
as the Edicts of Asoka testily to the 
work of his missions m foreign 
countries, in Europe and in Africa, 
and also on (he Indian frontiers, the 
legends confine the missions to the 
frontiers, and say nothing about 
their work elsewhere in distant foreign 
countries. 'Phis suited Rhys Davids's 
views. s(i he accepted the evidence ol 
these texts and not Asoka's own 
words in his Edicts.

In conclusion we may note that 
even in the Edicts we find a clue to 
the texts Mutt Asoka specially liked 
and wished all Buddhists, monks and 
nuns, clergy and laity to recite and 
to meditate on daily. Tiuwe arc 
indicated in his Bhabru Edict and 
called (1! Viririya-Scmutkiise i The 
Excellent Treatise on Moral Disci
pline!. (2: Aliya-Vasdni (Practices 
of the Sages1, (3' A>idgf.iAr-bhay<l>ii 
(Tears to Come1, i'll .Mu idlid 
(Poem on "Who is a hermit?":1, 
(.bl i\itufrify(i-^l!c (Discourse on 
Qu i et i sm i . (th (’ /.w! isa pfrsint (Qu es- 
tions of Vpatishyai and (71 I.u^ikIo- 

vddn (Sermon to Rahula'i. Alt 
these texts selected by Asoka out of 
the vast body of the Buddhist scrip
tures of his times have now been 

traced and identified. Their contents 
throw light on the cast of his mind 
with it.? strong leaning towards 
a-cetici>m and spirituality and its 
indifference to the rituals of religion ; 
its preference for the solitary life of 
individual meditation as against the 
collective religious Jil'e of the Saiiigha. 
d'hi- ideal is set forth in die Texts 
numbered ( 1; and 151. describing 
the recluse who has renounced the 
world and lives in solitude and 
meditation in qne-t of Xiri'dru;. 
Texi Xo. (2j insists on -implicity 
and a-celicism as regards food, dress, 
and dwelling and on meditation. 
"The Fears to Come" in Xo. (31 
are su.ch hindrances to spiritual life 
as Disease, Decay, Famine. War, or 
Schism it; the Saihgha, against which 
the remedy mentioned is Aretiuous 
self-exertion. In Xo. (71 are point
ed out the inner hindrances to spirit
ual life, against which the remedy 
recommended is self-examination 
scrutiny of all that is done by body, 
mind and speech.

It will thus be seen, on the evidence 
of both the legends and the inscrip
tions. that Asoka’s missionaries were 
deputed to preach in tile various 
regions in India and in the Western 
countries not the narrow doctrines of 
tiny particular sect or creed but the 
principles of the moral life which are 
common to all sects and creeds. 
Those principles are the essence (stna 
as used in R. E. xii) of all creeds 
and constitute the foundation of a 
universal religion of which Asoka was 
the pioneer.

RAH! I AKl’XI l L) A loo KER J1



I Jack Common was the Assist a nt-Editor of The Adelphi, during 1930-1936 
and intends to brrng out a hook on social philosophy.

Our init.hor here advocates what in Occult parlance is called Love for Orphan 
Humanity. This essay recognizes that “ Humanity is a great Brotherhood " and 
suggests what Mme Blavatsky did in 1890 :

L1 Humanity is a great Brotherhood by virtue of the sameness of the material 
from which it is formed physically and morally. thiless. however, it. becomes a 
Brothcihood also intvileciually. it is no belter than a superior genus of animals.”

Who doubts that our civilization .is ensouled by animal passions ?—Eds. ]

Nowadays it has become the 
fashion in some circles to regard the 
growth of Communism as a. negation 
of Christianity, and in others, as a 
fulfilment of the Christian vision. 
This situation is not new. Western 
thinking has developed from a basis 
of Christian belief, which has been its 
permanent background, and naturally 
every development is apt to be com
pared to that background. Some find 
the differences then seen as calami
tous ; to others the resemblances are a 
reassurance. And the- process is made 
confusing because the people who are 
making the comparison are using as 
a measure something they cannot be 
fully aware of : Christianity is to 
them something half-buried in their 
unconscious ; they acquired it as 
children, and often give enormou 
value to special parts of the erect 
simply because those parts penetrate< 
deepest and have the greatest emo 
tional significance.

In its first statement Christianity 
was a wholly anarchic faith. It 
appealed to the individual man to 
take care of his soul's salvation, and 
think little of his place in the world's 
affairs. The Stale (or the World, as 
it was called) could go to ruin, and 
all would be well il individual men 

had achieved grace. The World duly 
went to ruin, and of all the civilised 
institutions of that day the only one 
left standing was the Christian 
church. Hence, willy-nilly and for 
its own preservation, it had to 
develop a care for the traffic ol a 
temporal world which by its postu
lates it had declared fundamentally 
unreal and illusory.

The cynical Romans of the govern
ing class who had struggled against 
this anarchism when it first appeared 
might have had their laugh now. il 
there were any of them alive to look 
on. For essentially the hard material 
facts of the situation were not very 
different from those the Empire had 
wrestled with. Still, the most 
efficient method of wealth-production 
was slavery, and slavery necessitates 
the organisation of classes whose 
material privileges must excite just 
that kind of ambition which Chris
tianity ceaselessly denounced. It was 
not possible to recognise in the tem
poral world the spiritual principle ol 
the equal value of individual souls. 
Nor was it thinkable that that prin
ciple could be abandoned. This was 
a dilemma which only a compromise 
could solve. And the Church solved 
it by creating a mystical hierarchy of 
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rank, which allotted degrees of power 
to different orders of men purposely 
for tire organisation of material 
matters, while imisting that in the 
real world, the world of spiritual 
reality, every man had an equal 
chance of Heaven,

This inevitably involved giving 
special emphasis to such parts of the 
creed as condoned the compromise. 
Therefore, for many centuries it was 
the b'atlierhood of God which was 
celebrated in every hierarchical insti
tution ; and (hat same aspect of Gcal 
was insisted on by artists who ex
pressed its feminine mode, in the 
splendid figure of the Madonna. The 
Church, which had been Irom the 
beginning a free community of soul -, 
now became in addition a hierarchy 
of rank gowned and guided through 
the temporal pilgrimage by the bene
ficent b’ather-God, from whom all 
authority derived. Secular organisa
tions were made io the same plan and 
in the same hope of achieving divine 
protection. Thus there could be built 
up a State no less efficient than the 
Roman but avoiding the Roman vices 
and ambitions.

In it every man had his rank, his 
place ; he was honoured for his office, 
not for him--elf. Rank was much mote 
than the guinea-stamp moulding the 
common gold of men. It was 
mystical, a sign of God's governance 
on earth to he accepted and respected 
as something ‘given’. It appeared 
equally in religious and civil institu
tions so that everyone took his 
place in a kind of animated heraldry 
which seems vein- picturesque to us 
when we look back on it from our 
tradesmen's streets and democratic 
dwelling-places.

Now, once it was set up, no one 
expected this universal order of 
Christendom to be seriously 
disturbed. It was not something 
which could be arlded to or improved 
to any great extent. It was merely 
designed as a temporal shelter for the 
millions of souls in their difficult 
earthly pilgrimage between the Eter
nities. In theory, at least, the efforts 
of every Chrislian were bunt Heaven
ward. You were supposed io pursue 
grace, and if in the course of it you 
happened to occupy many decorative 
and lucrative offices they were not 
the prime object of ambition. In this 
way the fine anarchy of early Chris
tian principle wa< made to ft in with 
the practical neccssitie- of the day. 
You cared nothing for earthly distinc
tion ; it wa< impossible tn run cities 
or nations without those distinctions ; 
therefore they were given a semi
divine sanction and kept a< far as 
possible out of the lists of ambition. 
So the whole system of rank was 
meant to stand as a 'airt of incubator 
protecting the Christian virtues as 
they evolved in the individual souls 
beneath.

But in time the fit Ogling grew. No 
one recognised him as virtue. Chris
tian or pagan. On the contrary 
Christendom seemed to be faced with 
a general revolt of io members, an 
era of impious anarchy. At first it 
win a negative, a negating, revolt ; it 
looked like sin. and was so 
denounced. Abbots and bishops, 
kings and nobles, most of all 
merchants, began to act without 
respect to the worthiness of their 
calling ; it became less and less im
portant that a man had such-and- 
such a rank, and more and more that 
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he was so-and-so ; it became less 
noticeable that people were Chris
tians and more that they were 
Englidi, I hitch or Spanish. This 
looked like disintegration, and the 
wise men of that long bad period were 
concerned to check the decay before 
it wrecked Christendom. They could 
not check it, however, tor it spread 
with the speed of a general realisation 
and came to all in some way.

Then other men ol wisdom, who 
were also men of vision, discovered 
that this negation of rank was power
ful because it contained a positive 
affirmation. It could upset the old 
Church and all the derivative orders 
because it proclaimed a veritable 
Cod if not Cod the Father, then 
Cod the Son. God wa> in the old 
hierarchies as long as Jle was really 
reverenced there ; no less is lie in th.? 
individual, and il He is properly 
reverenced I lure, individuals can act 
with hitherto unknown freedom and 
come to no harm. That was a fine 
consecrating vision, ft turned a vast 
oppressive disintegrating force into a 
freedom for a great many people, 
though, of course, they paid for that 
freedom in the way you have to by 
having to learn a personal discipline 
known as Puritanism by which the 
individual is protected from his own 
excesses.

It took some -veiny, that did, and 
it was worth the effort. .An authentic 
glimpse of God this awareness of the 
worth of the individual. But never 
let us believe that such a vision can 
be final : in their nature they are 
tragmentary, and because of what 
they exclude, the element of denial in 
them soon begins to bulk larger than 
the initial revelation. So it is now 

with this Protestant proclamation o( 
God-m-the-Individual. God i- not in 
the individual now, not in any mean
ingful way. \\ e should recognise 
that easily but for ihe still lingering 
habits of the la t revelation. So, 
though the social landscape is plainly 
littered with empty shrines, there are 
many who go on quarrying into 
themselves hoping to turn up some
thing it they dig deep enough. And 
many too, who realise the barren
ness of that but me apt to think, il 
not here, nowhere ; or if not nowhere, 
then back in <onw dream of the past 
which is the poetic equivalent of 
n< »where.

'I’hat despair i- -'imply a failure to 
apprehend the multiform nature of 
divinity. Il God i- not in mamas- 
individual perhaps He is in the com
mon humanity of man ; it He is not 
in us, then perhaps lie is in the other 
fellow, especially in all the other 
fellows taken together. The Prot
estant worship of Jesus the Son of 
God vividly revealed a quality which 
had become overlaid in the formalised 
mediawal societies. Yet finally it 
insists on one aspect, one revelation, 
and to do that tor too long is to lose 
the vision altogether in the end. So 
it happens now that the great 
majority of our people cease to exist 
in the social consciousne-v as individ
uals : they are ' mass.' (he ' masses.’ 
You and I are individuals to our 
friends still, but when we walk in 
the street, or buy in the shops, or 
read in newspapers, we art- * masses ’ 

a new and horrible aspect for us.
Probably if \w could look back on 

this period from some distance in 
time we should see that practically all 
the efforts of our statesmen and idem 
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logues were bent towards accom
modating the alien growth in the 
coniines of an indie ¡dualist economy, 
handling it, you see, without sym
pathy or understanding. We are all 
unwilling servants of these masses, 
and what we give them we grudge. 
They must have clothes and houses 
and fun. It is an accursed necessity. 
So the houses and fun and clothes 
they get do not publish anybody’s 
joy in the giving : they are ugly and 
unblessed. Look how contemptuous 
of its readers the mass newspaper is, 
lor instance 1 It is compiled by cap
tured individualists who think they 
shame themselves in this service, be
cause they serve no God that they 
can discern. Yet the masses are men 
too; men in a new, though up till now, 
a negative unity. Suppose now, that 
they suddenly see a consecration in 
that, and are glad they are no longer 
English. Dutch, Spanish, quaintly 
divided under geographical totems, 
nor that they are any longer little
gents-to-be ; suppose that they begin 
to rejoice in their common humanity, 
which may yet prove the richest 
thing : that they see how their united 
host has possibilities before it which 
could never exist for the petty in
secure fractions which previously 
have stood as symbol of the human 
destinies. Such a discovery would be 
a genuine revelation of God of God 
the Wholly Ghost, the third phase ol 
the Christian Trinity, the one which 
is most universal and least likely to 
be coffined up in the worship of a 

sect.
Somehow, by some such miracle of 

response, we have to learn to value 
men even when they don't look like 
men, when they are a mob or a head
line in a newspaper. If we fail in this, 
it is destruction. Consider how ter
ribly easy it is to deal slaughter from 
the air on the crowds beneath. We 
cannot defend them why ? Because 
it is possible to defend only what 
you hold precious, and we value 
them people only as individuals, not 
as the mass they look from above. 
That is the most obvious symbol of 
the problem by which we are faced. 
We have to become vitally aware of 
the human masses into which the 
bulk of every population has now 
been turned. So far the necessity 
for that awareness has been stated 
chiefly in the terms of various chal
lenging political creeds, and is there
fore often diminished in narrow de
bates. These obscure our judgment 
of the greatness of the issue. We see 
it mixed up with material interests 
and ambitions, more often as a nega
tive and destructive phenomenon. 
That is how these things come. They 
put the (ear of death into us first, 
before we realise that here is a chal
lenge calling upon us to have more 
life. We are asked to live so vividly 
in our common humanity that com
mon humanity everywhere becomes 
fully human that is the challenge 
which in the next few lifetimes per
haps, must be accepted or refused.

Jack Common



fl IJ' BUDDHISM OF PAUL VALERY
[This is an excellent study [torn the pen of Dr. Raiijee G. Shahani Eps.]

No modern French writer, except 
perhaps Victor Hugo, has enjoyed so 
great a fame during his own lifetime 
as Paul Valéry. Critics of various 
shades of opinion, of various coun
tries and climes, have admitted, even 
when disagreeing with him most, that 
in him France has produced a poet of 
more than national significance. By 
general consent he is considered to be 
not only the most daring innovator of 
recent times but probably the finest 
intelligence that expresses itself 
in verse to-day. And this fame, this 
renown, of Valery is by no means 
factitious. 1 lis achievement,!, looked 
at from any point of view, are solid 
and enduring. And, like all achieve
ments of real value, they are novel, 
disturbing, exceedingly simple.

It is alien to my present purpose to 
attempt a considered estimate of 
Valery's work in this essay, 1 wish 
to offer in the present instance an 
aspect of Valery's thought an aspect 
that relates him, however remotely, 
to Buddha. I do not want to suggest 
that there is conscious copying ; but 
that, by his own path, Valéry has 
reached more or less the same conclu
sions as Buddha. This is a matter oi 
more than scholarly interest : it 
assumes the proportions of a problem, 
ft confirms me in my private theory 
that all thinkers, in so far as they arc 
honest with themselves and with the 
world, are necessarily Buddhists.*

Buddhist Turgenev ; Buddhist 
Nietzsche ; Buddhist Anatole France;

’ Mr. Middlcluu 
U mst ian i I y. The

Murry. i<ir example, is Irynig to find a Christianity that transcends 
fact is, he is groping after Buddhism.

Buddhist Thomas llardv. But these 
were temperamental Buddhists. 
Valéry, like Bertrand Russell and 
Clifford Bax in their different ways, 
is a Buddhist by conviction —inner 
compulsion tile compulsion of 
thought leading to an inevitable con
clusion. Not that Valéry, who is a 
bon Européen, would like to be called 
a Buddhist ; but whatever label he 
may attach to himself, the quality of 
his thought cannot be mistaken. It 
has only to be presented to be recog
nised. It has all the marks of 
Buddhist meditation. A few random 
examples would make this clear.

A problem that engaged the atten
tion of Valery at one time, and which 
he thought not only very difficult but 
oi far-reaching importance, was " the 
study of the self for its own sake, the 
understanding of that attention itself, 
and the desire to trace clearly for 
oneself the nature of one's own exist
ence,” lie soon realised that the 
problem was more complicated than 
that. Il could be refined to a far 
greater extent than he had anticipated. 
What, for instance, endured within 
the * self ' when all else was in 
perpetual flux ? Certainly not the 
body, nor the senses, which are 
weak and deceptive, nor the mind, 
which is a kaleidoscope of s^Iiiftinjg 
images ; not even our personality, 
which is but an aggregate of disparate 
and often conflicting qualities (a 
Buddhist would call it a conlection}. 
Ferhaps, beneath and behind all 
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these, there is n something a some
thing that can be reduced to con- 
-ciotisnes- pure and simple, or. better 
still, to an essence that is one with 
the ego the mitral and centralising 
1. “This profound tone nt our 
e.xislcnee, as -oon a- it h heard, 
dominates all the complicated condi
tions and varieties of existence. To 
isolate this -mhstanlial attention 
from the --trib' or ordinary 
verities i< this not the ultimate 
and hidden ta-k of the man 
with the greatest mind ?" .Just 
so. It was precisely the problem 
that encaged tin.1 attention of 
Buddha. At the eery out-et of his 
career, when hi- mh-ion had <carcelv 
begim. he was a-ked by his dimple- 
whether lie co uh] (ell them about a 
female thief. He told them ; “ What 
think you. ewitlemen ? Which is 
better tor you : that you should be 
seeking alter a woman, or that you 
■■lamid be <ec!ane alter tile -ell ?
Again : “Si'll' i-: the lord of sell, who 
eke could be (hr lord ? With --elf 
well -uhdued. a rmm finds a lord difii- 
cult to lind." I The adventure that 
Valery map< out for anv thinker was 
exactly the adventure of Buddha.

But let n.- continue from Valery. 
Tin ; ¡s what lie says in elaboration 
of the thou/ht we have ju-t been 
considering :

I hr ehariK I i r i-:1 n: I should s.iv ' a ' '■ 
of tn,an i-. c- ■ti-.'.'ionsness ; and that nt 
eono.'ion-nu;> ¡»¡Tpi-tual (mplving. a 
¡iroCi---- of def'K'hnir nt witboul ms nr 
exception from .'mytlumi ptmeiibd ti> it. 
whatcvci that filing may be. An in- 
(■yliru.rd idle act. Hide pen drill of 11 io 
(¡utility as of dw quantity of things that 
appear, an act by which the m11 th ctn/it 
iimu must reduce himwlf. 11 cl ibc mt el y. to

’* l ufii i it 7’i .i I. ji. 117.

an in (in ite refusal to be anything.
Again :
Everything yields before Hit: pure uni

versality, the insurmountable generality, 
that consciousness foils iiself m be...It 
clttre- to coti-ider its 'body' rad its 
' wield ' a< almost mbilmiy le-auctions 
imposed upon the extent of it- functions. 
........ and tliis tip ent inn to it- external 
circumstances cannot react upon itself, so 
far has it drawn aside from all filings, so 
great arc the pains it has taken nci'cr to 
he n...........of an vl hong it might amreite
nr th'. It is reduced to a black mass that 
ab-'orbs all light and gives nothing back.

And again :

Carried away by this tmihiiion to be 
unique, guided by his ardour for omni
potence. the man of gigat mind lias gnne 
beyond all creations, all works, even hi- 
own lofty de-igns ; while at tile same 
time lie has abandoned ail tenderness for 
hinbell and all preferences for his own 
wislw;. In ;m msta.rg he annihilates his. 
individuality. . . . To this pn-imt it s pride 
lias iid the mind, and Ih-u- ¡wide is con
sumed. This directing pride- abandons it. 
astem-hec. haw. inlinilelv simple, tin the 
pole of its treasures.

This was the way, the path, that 
Valery, after more than thirty years’ 
silence proposer! to las di-ciples I 
Poetry, like knowledge, he told them, 
was only a beginning. From this 
they were to proceed to the methods 
of poetry. Thence to methods in 
general, particularly the methods em
ployed by the mail of getiiuAfter 
that to the universal self that deter
mines- all methods. Beyond (hat to 
mere consciousness, which is (Ire only 
unchanging element in the Self. 
Having gone so far, and if -till pre
pared to explore, they would discover 
that consciousness itself is an unend
ing process of breaking away trom all 
things, from ail feeling and sensation.

t Diianiintigatlti, Xil. TAJ.
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Then, still persevering. they will find 
the final truth :

This Ilian wfio is lid hy thi- (liniamls. 
iT tile indcfatigiiliiv minil to this contact 
with living slridows and this i.'Xtrvmi- of 
pure presence. perceives hinisrlJ as destj.. 
lute and hare, redt:a d io the supreme 
poverty of ht-in^ a loicc- without an ob
ject. . .lie exists without in-Vncis. almost, 
without images : and he tin ionyer has an 
aim. He resembles in it king. 1 say infill, 
and I my A, by analogy and through 
lack of words.

Put in another way ill? siiprenm 
genius, according p, Valery, is one 
who lias oblamed freedom from the 
tyranny of the ego, a>id

Xow this perfected consciousness, 
w hich " differ^ irotn nothingness by 
the smallest possible of margins," is 
not merely an empty form. Like all 
verities that matter, it must manifest 
itself m a concrete b'-ing a being 
v.ho ’ivr- ami ■ offer:. X’mlvry gives ir 
the api 4 bet nd s in a 'dory called .b; 
Prca/tig s'/i'// 7'ish. M, Te.-te is 
a thinker, an absorbing personal
ity. He does nothing, dc-ires 
nothing, lool-m forward to nothing, 
is entirely apart gyi social conven
tion. Ik- contemplates mankind as 
if it did nut c.\i'-t. Al night, when 
he is alone with liimsell, he is 
Conscious of only three tilings : 
though.!, insomnia, and pains jp the 
head. (These conditions, we may 
notice tn passing, are known to 
Buddhists as Avilcbi, the Hell of

Loneliness, i
In brief, Valery seems to be saying 

through the mouth of M. Teste, that 
suffering is the only reality. This 
is the supreme discovery, according 
to Valery, of the mail with the great
est mind. What did the Buddha 
teach ?

Something infinitely more wonder
ful. lie too said: "All existing 
things an- involved in suffering."” 
But he did not Hop there. He traced 
stiffening to the root of Desire ■ 
Tanh.a and Tri<hna and Kama, 
And, proceeding further, he proclaim
ed the Third Truth the ceasing of 
sorrow and suffering. He showed that 
not by pursuing earthly goods but by 
seeking the- light of Nirvana could 
sorrow and suffering lie overcome. 
The ‘emptiness’ of which he spoke 
is not the emptiness that Valery con
ceived. It is something far more real. 
" In one respect, one may call me a 
teacher of annihilation, became I 
teach the annihilation of greed, 
hatred mid delusion, the annihilation 
of the manifold evil, unwholesome 
things. Ip this respect one may 
rightly siy ol me that I teach annihi
lation, and that for this purpose 
of annihilation 1 proclaim the 
Dhamma/'t

This height Valery has yet to scale. 
He is to Buddha what tin acorn is to 
an oak. But the kindlip is obvious.

Bax jee G. Shaiiaxi

7/.-f I)¡.fihi}h'//’TfM, xx, 27S. t.Inifnfj v][[, 12.
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THE BRIGHT AND DARK POWERS
[Below we publish (he sevcnli'enth of it sciies of i.ssays founded on (he great 

text book of Pnictical Oecultisin. llu (Ulti. Each of these discuses a title
of one of the eighteen chaplets of the Song Ct lest ini. '.Elio writer calls then; " Xotes 
on the Chapter '['¡ties of the Gita " but they are more than notes. They bring 
a practical message born of study and experience.

This particular instalment is a study of ihe sixteenth chapter, which deals 
with the Bright and the Daik Povuy

Sri Krishna Prcm is the name taken tn tile old tradilional mariner prevail
ing: in India by a young English gentleman when he resolved to ivies' the path of 
Vairagya. renouncing his all. including the name given to hint tit birth. He took 
his tripos at Cambridge in Mental and Moral Sciences and is a deep strident ol 
Indian Philosophy. Away from the world but serving it with faith he lives in the 
Himalayas, and is esteemed highly for his sincerity, earnestness and devotion. Eu-

Literally translated, the title of this 
chapter would read “ the division 
between the divine and demoniacal 
endowments," hut such rendering sug
gests, to Western readers at least, a 
Miltonic dualism which is far from 
what is meant by the Gild. The word 
ilcra and its adjective, dait'i. come 
from a root meaning “ shining " while 
uaitrfi, though originally a title of 
ttidra and other Vedic Goch, came lo 
have the sense of L' not-divine." hence 
“ dark.”

There are two natures in this 
world, the Bright and the Dark, and 
the purport of this chapter is to trace 
the differences between them. But 
the differentiation in question i< not 
an arbitrary division into good and 
bad based on the will of some person
al God or Teacher, but one which is 
rooted in the very nature of the 
Cosmic manifestation.

Mention has already been made of 
the two great tides or movements of 
the Cosmos, technically known a< 
pravrilli and nii’ritt!. The former is 
the great out-going breath by which 

the universe comes forth from Iirah- 
iaan ; the latter is the in-flowing 
counterpart by which all things re
turn towards the One.

We must be on our guard against, 
any introduction of ordinary ethical 
ideas in giving the names Bright and 
Dark to these two movements. The 
■ormer is dark became it is character
ised by an ever-increasing absorption 
of the Light, within the forms, while 
the latter is bright Ixtcause its tend
ency is towards the liberation of the 
Light. Such menial states as aid or 
manifest the out-going movement are 
also called dark and those that ex
press the movement of return are 
termed bright.

This H the real basis of the ethical 
dualism that we find in the world. It 
is a great mistake, however, to set up 
an ethical dualism as absolute and 
then to rack one's brains to account 
for ” the origin of evil.” The dualism 
of the Cosmic Tides is inevitable in 
tiny universe whatever. It is no more 
possible to have a universe based on 
one movement alone than to have a 
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gun that will lire without a recoil, 
Action and reaction are the conditions 
of all manifestation and not even the 
great Machine of the Cosmos can 
escape the operation ol this law.

Most so-called ethical science is an 
attempt to find some sort of repu
table intellectual sanction for the 
prejudices and customs of the society 
in which the particular thinker has 
been born. Certain actions are 
labelled good ; others, for instance the 
appropriation of " some one else's " 
property, or certain forms of sexual 
behaviour, are termed evil. But this 
labelling not only raises the problem 
of why there should be evil in the 
universe, but also leads to the dis
covery that other societies in the 
world have no cognisance of these 
particular labels or even apply them 
in the opposite sense. Since, more
over, the universe tu it whole, apart 
from supernatural i st assumptions, 
shows no sign of acting in accordance 
with the labels, the conclusion is 
reached that the universe is non-ethi- 
cal and a further dualism between 
man and nature is set up so that the 
former finds himself in the unenviable 
position of being concerned with 
good and evil in a universe that is 
profoundly indifferent.

Such a conclusion is extremely 
unsatisfactory since it leaves man 
either a worshipper of the image that 
his own hands have made, one that 
he knows has no reality behind it, or 
else drives him into the arms of his 
own unregulated desires.

Our ethics must in fact be based 
upon the twofold Cosmic Movement 
and therefore must be relative. Bud
dhist philosophy speaks of two 
types of kullwi (period ol mani

spectively vivaria 
“ unrolling ” and 
periods of “ roll- 

1, on the eve of 
Buddha saw the 
His past lives, 

having lived 
of these al- 
of evolution 

: universe is not

festation/ termed re 
kalpas or periods ol 
saai varta kalpas or 
ing up ” and whei 
Enlightenment, the 
whole series of 
I le remembered 
through several 
ternate periods 
and involution. T1 
then to be regarded as a perfectly 
straight unrolling followed by an 
equally straight rolling-up but as a 
cyclic process, spiralling downwards 
through many alternating ages and 
then re-ascending in the same spiral 
fashion.

From this it follows that, if ethics 
are to have any foundation in the 
Cosmos, we must define good and 
evil in terms of the processes that aid 
or hinder the cosmic tendencies that 
are dominant at the time, and these 
will be different according as the age 
we are living in is one of unrolling 
or one of rolling up. The qualities 
that are of assistance during an out
going period ol lurther descent into 
matter and which therefore must at 
that time be termed “ good,” are pre
cisely the opposite ol those which will 
be of use during a period of ascent or 
involution. Thus the virtues of the 
one period will become the vices of 
the other.

This ambiguity or relativity can 
be avoided by the use of the ethically 
neutral terms Bright and Dark, for 
they express simply the character
istics of the period in question 
without passing ethical judgment up
on them.

Traces of this alternation of 
values have been preserved in 
Hindu mythology. We read in the
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l’uranas how, at certain early
periods of the world, certain ego,-
were entrusted with the work ol
generation ol the specie- and
ordered to produce offspring. They, 
however, refused to do so and be
came chaste awe tics, a course consid
ered meritorious al other epochs, hut 
here evidently considered a " sin" 
since we read that they were cur-ed 
in consequence of their refusal.

The reversal of meaning that came 
over the word asnro is perhap- a 
further indication ol the same sort. 
Originally. a> ha- been said, the word 
was a title applied to the great God-. 
Varuna, Indra and /IgO a seme 
which has been preserved in the 
Ahum Mazda ot the Iranian tradition

■hul in later limes jt came to 
signify the "dark" enemies ol the 
Gods. 'I'he same may be said ol tin1 
process by which Lucifer, "Son ol 
the Morning," whose very name oi 
Light-bearer shows him to have 
represented the downward movement 
of the Light, became in later time- 
the Christian I )evi 1. the enemy ol 
God and righteou- men.

When we leave theory and come 
to practice we find ourselves at once 
confronted by the question how we 
are to know whether the period in 
which we arc living is one of evolu
tion or of involution. The answer 
is primarily to be found in our hearts 
which, reflecting as they do the whole 
of Cosmos, are able to know which 
tendency is operating at a given lime. 

But that still small voice wiihin us 
is reinforced by the word- of the 
great spiritual Teachers of the epoch 
who, being Seers, teach in accord
ance with tile voice ol Connie Law.

Now it is noticeable that all the 
great Teachers ol the lu-toric epoch 
have iriculcated an ellnc oi a defi
nitely ascending or nirriih type. 
The a-cendmg character oi tile 
ethics ol the (¡¡la, ol Buddha, of 
Christ and of Shankara, is so 
obvious that we arc apt to identify 
such teachings with ethic--- pure and 
simple and to aeuiiic that teachings 
of the oppo-ile sort arc evil tor all 
time.

But there are definite indications 
that such a conclusion is erroneous. 
If we look back to the earlie-t cul
tures of which we have any histori
cal knowledge, the civilisation- of the 
five or six millennia pi reeding what 
we call our era, we see that ihe reli
gions of those civiIisations weie of a 
fundament ally different type. 1 have 
written religions, but perhaps the 
singular would have been more 
appropriate, for, ju<t a- there is a 
certain uniformity about all modern 
religion, so there was a similarity 
between ail the ancient religions.f 
Comparison of Babylonian, ancient 
Egyptian, or Cretan religion with the 
religions founded by " hi-torical " 
Teachers shows that a fundamental 
difference oi attitude prevailed in the 
ancient culls.

There is in all oi them an emphasis 

: I ;im r.ol rHi-iriru; to llw 'dii:i sWiUin W " t'.iysti.ry " tnidilisi 1 rwrwl i\ r tfii it-w 
vliii. el all iItihs. havi- Isen tri-adim ihe npwaitJ [’alii i)::i io ihe ju'-ia i-'Wcii' cults 
designi-d ter the twiss- i>! nieti.

i II would be so to coin: ovi r. ibis by rhe -.cliciion of appiopnalr- in-i.'ino.s bin 
a srnsilrvi' sludv of tic- popular aucioii iillpiom will. I think, reveal pwlniiiid ruro'i.'W/iw 
ditt'eri'iuv- of vidiii.s and of piru-ral " aimo-pGre." Nolic.- how I). II. I .awri-iici', for 
t'lwinpli-. in reviilt againsi aweplt-d ?:piri'. 11a 1 vahit-s was auraelt-d to old world cult - -ueh as 
that of the Liriiscans. ! notice- also hi- worship <>f " dark Gods."
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on pravTilti. especially as manifested 
in the great forces of sex, and an 
inculcation of practices that seem to 
us of very dubious morality. The 
Great Mother was then the chief 
object of worship. To the type ol 
religion represented by the Gila she 
has become the great World Tree 
that is to be cut down with the axe 
of non-attachment. It is easy to 
glos.s over such a difference with talk 
of the evolution of mail's religious 
sense but such a phrase only masks 
a real change in the values appro
priate in the two epochs.

Orphic and kindred movements in 
Greece. “ Ilermeticism ” in Egypt, 
Buddhism in India, and Christianity 
in the Near least and Europe were 
not simply religion par cxt'cllcncc 
coming into an irreligious world, but 
movements which came to initiate an 
age, and by reveming many pre
vious values, directed the heart > 
of men along the path of nivriHi 
which is the tendency at present 
ruling, not, indeed, in the sense that 
it yet dominates humanity, but in the 
sense that the values for the present 
epoch are the spiritualising ones of 
the ascent.

But it is time to return more 
directly to the Gila. The teaching 
about the bright and dark tendencies 
which, like the anabolic and katabatic 
processes in the body, go on simul
taneously in all ages, has been 
deferred till the disciple w;w at such 
an advanced stage of the Path, 
because the effect of such teaching 
upon immature souls is always to 
make them identify their own party 
with the bright and their opponents 
with the dark forces. They are them
selves the L‘ chosen people of God,” 

while their opponents are the people 
of the Devil ! Each of the nations 
fighting in the last war was, in its 
own opinion, fighting for Justice and 
the Right.

In studying the lists of bright and 
dark qualities enumerated in the 
Gita we should be careful to disinfect 
them somewhat of the atmosphere of 
“holiness” and "sinfulness” that 
centuries of popular ethical thinking 
has surrounded them with. Dana, 
for instance, must be divested of its 
associations with almsgiving, chari
table institutions and sanctimonious 
merit-mongering, while “ study of the 
scriptures” {mvadhydya'i has little 
connection with the Bible classes of 
the' West or with the futile mechani
cal intoning of the Gila that is so 
popular in orthodox circles in India. 
Dana is the process whereby the good 
things of the universe arc made to 
circulate and penetrate the whole in
stead of being locked up in stagnant 
individual centres and is thus 
obviously a means of bi caking down 
the barriers of egoism, while Sii'adhy- 
(iva sjgnifie.- the pursuit of knowledge 
by study, not necessarily the study of 
“ holy ” books.

It is not necessary to go in detail 
into all the other qualities enumer
ated : all that is needed is to sound a 
warning against taking them in their 
conventional senses, for, in those 
senses, they often become vices, 
accorded lip-service by the great 
majority of men, but instinctively 
rebelled against in the heart. It is 
not without significance that the 
conventional virtues of the conven
tional saint are objects of dislike to 
healthy minded men. The task of 
thinking out the real meaning of 
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these qualities itivi of divest ini*  them 
of the accumulated holiness of cen 
tttiie- !■■ ;i u-eful and important 
cxcri'i-e lei' the df-ciple of this Patil. 
Only In- who ha?; made the attempi 
knows v.liat valuable resulta it yields 
arid who! a inofound ethical enlight- 
eiimetil ccin-s'. from Hie drcaidm.y of 
the O' i] u - la n i|< conceptions. Above 
all, the di i'iple will 1>o cured of the 
almost uinvcisal habit of judging by 
appearancefor lie will learn that 
appai ¡ ill |i identical actions perform
ed by two different men have very 
dilic!ent values from the inner point 
of view.

It will be noticed 1 hat all the 
pnaHies which are described as 
bright are ones which help the 
liberation oi the t.ighi, In theni- 
-eli'i'S. of course. they tire qualities, 
not of ibi- Light itself, but of the 
psycho-physical vehicles in which it 
is entangled : hut. Jiri as it j- easier 
to extract water from a spom.iv than 
from a bi wk. they are such to make 
it easier tor the Light lo detach itself 
and dominate those vehicles.

Thu-. cLmsp iharmlvssness':' in
volves ;t di(-(_■]<]nc of the outgoing 
lorces ol /■(.'jt/s, which, as we saw in 
conned ion with chapter fourteen, 
are what lead to the transformation 
ol the n.nity-based love into a 
Native “ red in tooth and claw " and. 
wurs:, inlo man red with -word and 
bayonet. Similarly, hja (vigour > 
is the means ol overcoming the 
MweJI; drag which sink- the Light 
hi die eLpi;mt inertia oi matter.

hi dealing with the dark (¡utilities, 
one difficulty appears at first sight. 
Contrary to what we should exirect 

from the foregoing conclusions, a 
certain moral odium appears in the 
phrases which are u.-ed to de-cribe 
them. “Dark." men are not even 
allowed to haw ;i proper knowledge 
of prttviitli which one mirht have 
thought was tiwii . j - c1,11 province. 
Thcv are “ ruined selves" i i/.wTpp- 
inJncth 'i. that is to >ay, tho-e whose 
Light is sunk ¡n matter, and they 
"come foith for the harming of the 
world."

Hut this condemnation is expli
cable when we reflect that the Gilu 
is written lor an epoch of iJi-iitti." 
and that therefore the dark qtiaii- 
ties described are not the outgoing 

(. /.»'(irriHi i tendencies in their own 
proper form?' blit, as it were, the 
aftermath of those qualities, the dis
torted and ugly forms jn. which they 
manifest themselves when prolonged 
beyond their proper time into an 
"I'joch of niriii!i. They have the 
same relation to the qualities of pure 
¡>r;u-Tilli that the sexuality of an old 
man has m the normal pu-:<ioii of 
youth,

'file lirar>il11 ol a riivnlli age is not 
the healthy and vigorous outgoing 
that it is >n periods when it has the 
backing ol the Cosmic Law but a 
sporadic, di-ruptive and harmful 
manifestation comparable to that un
wanted cell-activity which produces 
the growth of tumours in an organ
ism. That is why it w -aid that 
"dark" men (in an age of aii-ritlii 
“ know neither right inariJUi nor 
right Hh’fitli."

It is in that sense too that we must 
understand verse eight. " The uni
verse, they say, is without truth. 

"Th; imi'mcl In1 Sii Knsliii.:'- .'i—Hiam'e to Allumi ihc indiviilwil Soul, llist lie 
i- iji’iii v.ilii i’ll1 !>i'ii.:it is 1 do u ilici ) I. W I
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without basis, without any Ruling 
Power, brought about by mutual 
union,i: caused by iust and nothing 
else." Conscious as they are that 
their own activities are without 
any underlying harmony or truth 
and that they are motivated by sheer 
desire and have no sanction in the 
Cosmic Law, they naturally erect 
philosophies which deny the presence 
of those attributes in the Cosmos as 
a whole. We can see nothing in the 
univer.-e which we have not first per
ceived in our own hearts and if a 
man's heart is given over to “ insati
able desires " he will be able to see 
nothing in the Cosmos but the wild 
strife of untamed forces. 'Thus his 
lack of vision will seem to justify his 
self-indulgence and he will abandon 
himsell to the gratification of hw 
desires, LL leeling sure that this is 
all.’’i

One particular consequence of this 
yielding to desires must be noted. We 
have seen that the forces of desire are 
not really personal forces seated in 
the Ego but great impersonal tides 
that sweep a man away. Just as a 
man experiences a rather fatuous 
sense of gratification and power when 
travelling at high speed in a motor 
car, even though that power and 
speed are no attributes of his, for he 
may be the merest, weakling, so we 
experience an exhilaration in yielding 
ourselves to powerful currents of 
desire quite oblivious of the fact that 
they are neither us nor ours, but 
swirling tides that bear us to de

struction.
A man need only examine himsell 

when carried away by violent anger, 
passion or grief, to îealise how much 
he is enjoying Hie swift rush and how 
reluctant he is to allow its luxurious 
ecstasy to come to an end. Although 
must ithough apparently not ah !i 
modern societies \ ¡11 not allow us to 
exult in the naïf fashion of verse 
fourteen over the enemies we have 
slain and are about to slay yet we can 
all recognise the de-ire-born thrill of 
the next verse : " I am wealthy, well
born ; who is there that is like unto 
me ? 1 will sacrifice, 1 will give alms, 
1 will make merry. Thus, deluded by 
ignorance."

The ignorance in queu ioo b igno
rance of the lact that the current of 
desire is something quite outride the 
Sell, its exhilaration beLiit that of the 
Gadarene swine as they “ rushed 
down a steep place into the sea." 
For truly, the end of such wild 
careering is. as the Gitu puts it, “in 
a foul hell." The fire and brimstone 
of the mediiiwal Christians and the 
ingenious tortures of sadistic hell
makers in India are mere supersti
tions, but, for all that, there are hells 
enough, both in this world and after 
death, the hells of unsatisfied desire 
which are entered by " the triple gale 
of lust, anger, and greed " ixvi. Ill), 
Equally true is it that these hells are 
"destructive of the Self" for the 
Light of the Self is dissipated among 
the objects of desire.

In chapter eleven, verse thirty-six, 
" In loitiji lile mirdn " nu.itnal unión " the atitlior v.;is ¡írebtibly 1 hinkiny oí sexual 

iininn but \'.i>i-(ls ivoitld applv rtjiitilly lo Ihe tlieoiy lililí ihv woiltl alose, in tile last 
rist.nl. Iri-m t! " iortuituiv toTioitirsu oí aloms. "

, f It i-; nnt [:iiitxiserl lo poinl ti morid tn tipplying tiles,- vi-mes to curruiit societies.
f'.asl or West. Hetiders musí jiiíliti*  f<>r themselves v.hi-llit-r or not tlu-y ntst.iiute an 
inclirlniimt of tlieir jtaitltular soeiety ¡mil whether tile ivms of ttieir'(■ivilisation are 
' bright.'' or ,L dllrli.’' ’

rist.nl
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we read of the Riikshasas, fleeing in 
fear to the uttermost boundaries of 
the universe. That was the cosmic 
aspect of the process and here (Verses 
19, 20) we are told how the *'  dark ” 
ones who are its actual embodiments 
turn from the Light within and are 
carried by the fierce currents of de
sire through birth after birth into the 
furthest abysses of materiality and 
Self-loss. For, once a Soul has 
attached itself to these currents, it is 
not easy for it to stop and reverse its 
course. “ Easy is the descent into 
hell,’’ as Virgil wrote ; it is the return 
that is difficult and laborious.

Yet it must always be remembered 
that, underlying all the moral indig
nation of the text, is the knowledge 
that those who follow the path of 
Darkness do so because they are 
those who have not yet plumbed the 
depths of matter, depths that those 
who love the Light have also plumbed 
before. The Soul Itself perishes 
never ; all movements. Dark and 
Bright, take place within the One and 
so from every depth there is return.

Before concluding this chapter it is 
necessary to say a few words about 
the last two verses, which, with their 

command to refer all matters to the 
authority of the Shaslra, have been 
and are the delight of orthodoxy. 
But to take Shaslra here as meaning 
the traditional scriptures-- or any 
scriptures, in fact—is to misunder
stand the whole tenor of the Gila with 
its reiterated counsel to take refuge in 
the buddhi (e.g., Chapter ii, v. 49) 
and its constant teaching that all 
knowledge is to be found in one’s own 
heart.

The fact is that the word Shaslra 
here means the Threefold Ruler 
(shdsaka traya), the manas united 
with the buddhi and maha! or, in 
plain language, the inner knowledge 
that is revealed in the heart by the 
spiritual intuition. This is the 
meaning of the Upanishadic counsel 
to sink the senses in the mind, the 
mind in buddhi, and the buddhi in 
the Mahan Alman or Great Self, and 
it is to these Inner Rulers that one 
should always submit. Following the 
dictates of that inner light, one 
should perform all actions in the 
world and he who ignores that inner 
Voice “ to follow the promptings oi 
desire, attains neither success nor 
happiness nor the highest Goal.”

Sri Krishna Prem



THF PATH IS IT)R WALKING, NOT FOR 
TALKING

¡J. 1;. McKcchnic explaineil to our readers why he tried to be a Buddhist 
in Tim Aryan Bath for June ffiTi. Here he stresses the- value of doing, and not 
merely speaking. Buddham or. ir.-r lire matter of that, any religion. Eds. ■

The great difficulty that confronts 
the man who seeks to understand the 
world is himself. For what is “ him
self ” ? It is a little bit of individual
ised, apparently separate life - no 
harm in that fact, taken by itself. 
The harm comes in when—as happens 
almost universally-- this little bit of 
life naïvely believes itself to be the 
whole of life and, as far as it can. 
acts accordingly.

This belief is the plague of the mind 
from which alt but a very féw suffer ; 
and from it flow all the ills men en
counter. It is so deep-seated as to be 
seemingly incurable. And it actually 
would be so were it not that the 
everyday experience of living sets a 
check upon it, and suggests 1he 
medicine for its cure. These checks 
and these hints at a curative agent 
are the inconveniences, annoyances 
and downright pains that inevitably 
are bound up with the existence of 
every living creature. For these 
untoward happenings are direct 
indications to each man that he 
is not the whole of life, but 
only one part, whose satisfaction 
is of slight importance in the totality 
of the happenings that constitute a 
universe.

But no man likes to learn this from 
experience. Ide revolts at it and does 
all he can to make believe that he 
has never heard such unwelcome in
formation. »one the less, it is 

absolute truth. The individual, as 
such, has no title to satisfaction 
lor himself out of the universe. Yet 
in each individual the craving for 
some satisfaction refuses to be 
silenced.

He can get it in one way only. By 
one means or another he has to cease 
from, to break out of, his isolated 
consciousness as an individualised 
portion ol life and become All-Life. 
And All-Life does not seek, because 
it does not need to seek, satisfaction. 
It is wholly satisfied at every moment. 
For it, each moment as it comes, is a 
complete expression of itself which 
requires no addition from any 
other moment’s experience to make it 
perfect. At every moment it is 
itself, hence always full, complete, 
lacking nothing and therefore free 
from seeking anything, from craving 
anything ; lor there is nothing out
side itsell for it to seek or crave. 
When, therefore, a man makes himself 
one with this All-Life by ceasing 
from separated individual life, all his 
seeking and craving of necessity 
ceases. And that means that all his 
unhappiness ceases : he attains last
ing felicity.

All this is very easy to put in 
words, and there lies the trap that 
catches far too many and holds them 
fast. For men learn with great faci
lity to uv phrases that set forth this 
truth, and are so satisfied with this 
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accomplishment that they attempt 
nothing further. They seem able to 
persuade themselves, incredible as it 
sounds that to be able to talk well 
about the achievement of lasting 
felicity is the same thing as to have 
made it their own. A most strange 
error ! It is as though a man Atting 
by the roadside many miles from his 
de'lmation should imagine that bn 
having a map of the road to it, which 
he has studied till he knows all its 
details to perfect ion. is the same thing 
as being al that declination.

But the securing of the cessation 
ol unhappme-s is not a word or a 
set of words ; it i- a deed, the very 
greale-t of deeds. One may mo
wn rds about it, but. only as a pre
paration for doing something. By 
them.-ehes, words arc nothing at all. 
Tn; steps actually trodden along the 
road bring a man two steps nearer 
the achievement. Two million words 
about il do not bring a man one inch 
towards il. After the words are 
-pokem he is just as tar from the goal 
a- before. Emitted breath does 
nothing whatever to move a human 
body forward in space ; a forward 
movement of the leet does.

f fence it corner Hurt one great 
religious Teacher called his teachi ng 
just a Path. A path is something io 
be walked on ; il has no other use. 
To provide men with a pleasant 
subject for discus-ion in a leisure 
flour was not in the very least the 
object of its discoverer when he 
pointed il out. to men. In this 
twenty-fifth century alter His earthly 

day, we can easily pictui c the 
Buddha's astonishment at if i id mg 
some men u-ing his I’ath only as 
something on which to hold comfort
able convene in agreeable little 
gatherings, piivirtc or public, not 
allowing anything He said to discom
mode them in theii daily liwo or put 
them io too much inconvenience ; in 
other words, being content just to 
talk about His teaching, ard actually 
practising only -uch parts a^ do not 
cost them overmuch trouble to follow.

Other religion- teacher^ have 
.-um.-red the wmc iate at the hand- of 
tho.w who call them-vive- their 
followers but in truth ought to be 
called only their itrlmirui’s at a mfc 
distance 1 lias not the time come 
when we should talk le-s about th>’ 
obligations of religion and begin to 
make some aliimpt actuaily to fulfil 
them 7 'Talk in fhis domain, wlnc'i 
should be onh a prelimitiaiy to 
doing, is so likely to become a -ub-ti- 
tute for il, and i< actually becoming 
such for myriads of men. And (hits, 
tragically enough, for many who 
imagine that they me making 
progress towards the ending o) 
infelicity, that goal nmaiiis as lar 
away as ever, mid will w remain 
despite all their talk until tlm-y 
begin to take steps in wry deed 
towards it. Taking such actual 
slops, stjme(]hng h done to sliorlen 
the distance between tliemselve-; and 
that goal, be il only by a little. Brit 
only talking about it, however 
beautifully or volubly, will gel them 
nowhere.

J. F. McKeuhnie
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A BOOK WO’H A MESSAGE1
I ndi an - and lovers ol India will 

vrt'cet Um volume v.ilii cnt‘nisimm 
and salute its author with gratitude.

First and iioremo.-t, these nine
essays justify the claim, so often
made by devol ces of spiritual India
and as often rejected with silent
tier i m cn i or vociferous argument til ion 
by her opus;it''itthat tlie heart-beata 
of bid;a -ing Ae rhythm of Soul and 
Deity. I’lic-t heart-beats are bette?' 
heard in trie hundred-.' of thousands 
of village- th;m in the cities, most of 
which are enveloped by the clouds of 
hybrid habits ad of Eura-'ian men
ial it}'. The idg problem of the Indi an 
city of to-day is to dispeise these 
ugly idne/'s ; li;md:-ome Indian bodies 
are cribbed in ugly woolen suits and 
the graceful dhoti is discarded lor the 
mci'iticse pantaloons, and round the 
neck is the noose of the cheap tie; and 
insult is added to injury when pure 
white khadi is cut to the western 
patterns ■ p;e limit is reached when 
" a pure patriot " thus clad, adorning 
his head with a Gandhi cap. stmts 
the roads poisoning the air with the 
stench of tobacco 1 This outer garb 
spiaks eloquently of other more 
objectionable Emils which some of 
these? intellectual Eurasians adopt-- 
eating meat?-', drinking intoxicants, 
and indulging in other vices. Such 
mental and moral Eura-ians cannot 
be the tnie spiritual servants ol 
Mother India, whatever outward ser
vice they may render Iler, For all 

such tile- book has a message. Some 
of them may peruse it ; s()nie may 
even u>e it in shouting their patrio
tism at huge political meetings ; 
but how many will make a prac
tical application of its message, 
give up their Eurasian habits 
and become in appearance as in 
daily conduct what they are by 
Karma, Indians, sons of the 
Great Mother ? And what about 
die daughters oi Ind;a in such cities 
as Allahabad, Bombay, Calcutta. 
Madra:-, and even Bangalore wheie 
tire book is published ? For these 
daughters ab'o there is a message 
along lines similar to those in which 
the book addresses their brothers.

Our friend Sjt. Masti Venkatesa 
Iyengar lias rendered a distinct ser
vice in showing, in an unmistakable 
manner, that at heart the popular 
culture of India is unseclarian and 
dynamic, and springs from pure 
spirituality. While his volume deals 
with Karnataka only, it will lw bin nd 
to be true of the other linguotic 
areas as well. This is clearly 
recognized bv its author who states 
in the Preface : “It is perhaps 
utmeceiisary but it might be just as 
well to say that no claim is advanced 
that the popular culture of the 
Karnataka is separate or different, 
from the popular culture of other 
parts oi India. The ruling ideas of 
nearly the whole of India on essential 
topics relating to life are more or less 

'g-/.' /I! Tty M'ST[ VCXSATI-ISA IYI-: XI ;A Is. S;i! ya Soil i ;i ;i.'i
I’iwi;>ka Bbaiukirti Bnniialwe City. It.-.. 2 H-(>.
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tlie same.” But each of these other 
areas must produce an Indian 
actuated by the motive and energized 
by the zeal to -eek and to find pure 
currents of cultural life, motive and 
zeal which the author of this volume 
possesses. He ha< gone about his 
task with eyes open and cars 
attentive, and with discrimination has 
evaluated the songs and stories, Hie 
proverbs and aphorisms of Karna
taka he loves. Hi- praise lot the 
good aspects of the culture is not 
expressed i n me re wt >rd s, b u i i s 
demonstrated f.r., he allows ’hose 
aspects to speak for themselves, 
while he does not hesitate in referring 
to those “part- of that culture that 
are not so edifying.” “ Karnataka 
culture to-day. like all Indian culture, 
shows the lowest forms of animism 
in juxtaposition with high philosophy 
and mysticism.” X’o village worker 
should be without a copy of this 
book. We fully agree with Sjt. Masti 
Venkatesa Jyengar when he writes : 
'*  When the country begins to take a 
full view of its life and to build again 
it will find ready to hand the basis 
of a culture which essentially is 
neither mean nor ignoble.”

Besides its message with a political 
implication and significance the book 
has great literary charm. Written 
m English, a foreign tongue, it has 
innumerable turns of phrase and 
idiom which must have been borrow
ed from the mother-language, and 

which make its perusal very attract
ive, Besides its literary form, there is 
substance in the book : it is I he off
spring of research and of thought. 
The culture of Karnataka arising 
from the people who luive lived, 
laboured, loved and left behind 
their influence when they passed 
through the door of death is vi tal
lo the proce-- of growing like a 
healthy tree. This volume is a most 
excellent guide and offers a historical 
background without a knowledge of 
which a proper appreciation of what 
is taking place in the literature of the 
province to-day is not possible. In 
this 1 listar ¡cal background we discern 
how spiritual men endeavouring to 
break the fetters of sect and of dogma, 
fired by devotion and aspiration, pro
duced poems and proverbs. While 
we cannot help admiring the liter
ature they unconsciously created, we 
mud not overlook the fact that the 
real spring and source of that creation 
was the quest of Spirit indivisible, 
universal, impersonal.

7'he book has, therefore, a very 
helpful message for the aspirant to 
Soul-life in the India of to-day. The 
sayings and stories with which the 
volume is interspersed are of value to 
the practitioner of yoga. There is. 
much wisdom not only to be read, 
with nods of approval or of condes
cension, but to be taken to heart, used 
in self-examination and applied in 
day-to-day living.

The Xt-u'er Alchemy. By Lord Rvtii-
EKFORD, O.M., F.R.S. ¡Cambridge {'Di
versity Press. 3s. 6d.'>

“ And this question of ttaiismutation,” 
wrote II. P. Blavatsky, “ is it so 

absurd as to lie totally unworthy of con
sideration in this age of chemical dis
covery?” She wrote at a time when to 
express a belief in the age-old tenet of 
the. alchemists was to expose oneself to 
the pitying contempt of the orthodox 
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scientific world. Atoms wen; uncreat- 
able, indestructible and indivisible ; each 
clement had its own peculiar variety of 
atom, fixed in the remote genesis of the 
universe, and unchanging to its furthest 
end. How then could transmutation be 
anything but the fantastic dream of un
disciplined imagination 'J But Blavatsky 
had courage as weil as insight, and her 
faith was well founded : transmutation of 
the elements is to-day a commonplace 
operation of the physical laboratory, and 
though as yet it can be effected upon only 
extremely minute quantities, we may 
anticipate the time when the working 
load will be measured in tons rather than 
in infinitesimal units. To explain how

Half-caste. By Cedric Dover. (Martin 
Seeker and Warburg Ltd., London. 
IDs. 6f/. j

This is an indispensable volume on 
racial questions. We may agree with 
the author that " To-day there are no 
half-castes because there are no full 
castes,” and understand the extent of 
miscegenation and its importance in cul
tural diffusion, without subscribing to the 
bases of his general argument. If we 
are to look upon man as very probably 
” a fretaliscd ape produced by severe 
itrdinc-deiiciency ” (Marettl. there is no 
reason why we should not go further and 
consider the problem of miscegenation, 
as dot's Mr. Dover, as “ a world issue 
created by Western Protestantism and 
capitalist democracy.” We may agree 
with his dictum that colour and econom
ic success are not “indices of 
desirability," without sharing his pro
nounced socialistic theories, or finding it 
“impossible to visualise the victory of 
reason, the abrogation of selfishness and 
privilege, within the structure of capitalist 
society.” If “man” is merely an ani
mal endowed with intelligence (some
times), why complain of the supremacy 
of brute force? The vision of a 
Universal Brotherhood of Humanity, 
“without distinction of race, creed, sex. 
caste, or colour,” far antedates Karl 

alchemy has at length justified itself, 
there is no man better fitted than Lord 
Rutherford, for it is he who, following 
tile trail blazed by his illustrious pre
decessor, the present Master of Trinity, 
has done more than any other individual 
to solve a problem which nineteenth-cen
tury science declared insoluble. In this 
little book the gist oi I he matter is ex
pounded with admirable lucidity, so that 
even (he non-scientific reader will be able 
to follow the modern alchemists in their 
laboratories. What does ii. matter that, 
at present, gold can be made only from 
more expensive melah The important 
point is that gold can be made : the 
“question” is not “so absurd."

E. J. IIOLMYARD

Marx. But its objective realisation is 
dependent upon acceptance of a very 
different philosophical outlook from that 
adumbrated by the modern school of 
economic biologists. We need to under
stand the structure of Man before 
attempting to disentangle the confusing 
issues of the structure of Society. Start
ing from tin1 basic postnlate of a “re
incarnating Monad," we may hope to 
realise that application of (he principles 
of Universal Unity and Causat ion. 
Human Solidarity, the Law of Karma, 
and Reincarnation, alone can bind 
humanity into one family.

None the less, we feel grateful to Mr. 
Dover for amassing a wealth of material 
which will prove salutary in its effect 
upon those good people who text often 
use the conception of Brotherhood as a 
cloak to hide the paucity of their ideas 
upon practical racial questions. We 
appreciate, trx). Professor Hogben's re
mark in his pieface :

Willi full responsibility for my words as 
a professional biologist, J do not hesitate Io 
say that all existing and genuine scientific 
knowledge abotil the way m which I lie 
physical cha r: i cl eri sties of hitman rom- 
rnunit.ies. arc related to their cultural 
capabilities can he written mil on the back 
of ;l postage stamp.

There is an invaluable bibliography.
B. P. Howell
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Plato Tv-diiy. By R H. S. Cross- 
man. i(.ieorgc Alien and l.'nwin. Ltd.. 
London. 7s. (.id. j

Tins is a vety stimulating Ixmk. and 
more, I have to confess that 1. ii'.irtiaal 
in [Dewar Oxford, was one of lljiisw 
who read Plato's Prpttblii: in the 
rosy light of the Liberal idealism which 
was second nature Io young Englishmen 
twenty five years ago. Mr. Cro- small 
has convinced me that Plate's deva-.tot
ing criticism of Creek dunocracy. and 
Ins pattern of the ''totalitarian" city- 
state. were practically meant. As far 
as I can judge, he does not. strain Plato's 
intention at any [taint in ['resenting him 
as the critic of conrempotary di.mocracy. 
Yet Mr. Crossman remains a democrat.

It would be interesting to comiiaic in 
some detail Mr. Crossman’s book with 
Sefior de Madariaga’s .-imm'di' or 
Hierarchy, since Madariaga i- a enn- 
h.-mporary who has lmdergonc- the 
Platonic disillusion, and taken refuge in 
the- Platonic ¡fusion. Lor tin- Platonic 
idea of a dictatorehip of w:<e moi. 
submitting to intense physical and 
spiritual discipline. imposing their nght- 
eous will, tb.rougli a body of adminis
trators. on tin- undisci iminal iiig mire, 
is an ¡lltision. But wiial is. in itsLf. 
icgarded positively, an illusion, may b- 
a [Kffl'crtul and neassary cathartic when 
applied as criticism.

Lor ii seems to me, as it seems 1- ■ Mr. 
Crossman, that European democracy i~ 
failing at the test. " riemocrncy. in 
fact." as Mr. Crossman says. " has ]osl 
belief m itseif, and become an inert 
instead of a dynamic torcc in world- 
afiairs.. . ,1'nhke our opponents, we are 
uncertain what the- democracy is for 
which we stand." It is iii'-t al tins poim 
that. Mr. Crossman appears io mr un
decided. He sues, tiuite plainly, that 
modern dura ■■ 'racy, if it re not to 
disintegrate, must believe in it-rejf. 
have faith m its own idea faith 
of the kind that does not. shrink 
from complete self-sacrifice. Thew 
are two elmice« before the real 

democrat in the world to day- ■ tire armed 
deletice of di-muciacy, oi an absolute 
and completely self-sacrificial non- 
violmce. Between those two alturnaliviS 
the Imest. minds in England arc torn 
to-day. 1 think that Mr. Crossman's 
mmd is one of these, lie say> : --

Toi'? di-n’.ixmu'y is uii-Platonic. breitiree it 
springs from die Christ ¡.'in notion of per
sonality ; and it is only if Wi- believe ill Uns 
tiolioit that we can rehire Plato and show 
Unit his pt'.iloSophy has no culhcietil. message 
lor the modern world...Lor this rva-eii, ;>s 
the trite democrat must start with the 
assumption that, the world has still to be 
made democratic, si the Chiisiian must 
assume dim. it js stilt pagan, despite (he 
exEli'tice of " demon rat it: " itisliiui ions and 
" Lhtid.ian " churches. Only a revolutionary 
democracy and a revolutionary Christianity 
can hope to prevail to-day. I n st i 111 lion al ism 
will kill them troth. . . j'nr fimdamentally 
both are assertions of inioutibt, s. Against 
the tcalis-r. of those vho acci-pt the exist
ing order a 11 d seek to maim a in it. they 
preach mi impossibility and i ry to make it 
come true. The trtii: democrat mid the true 
Christkiii admit, the I’laionif aiiiiEsis of 
man as be is. bid. they know that they can 
change him by their iiiit.li i:i man as lie 
ought to be.

I would not ask for a better «tat ament 
of my own faith than that. But I have 
come to believe that it is impossible to 
assert that faith by modem wmfare. Mi, 
Crossman has not come to that point, 
lie is, tiuile rightly, sceptical of the in
ward quality of rrittch English 11 paci
fism." " The ordinary Englishman," lie
says (iiiiie truly, " is not at the present 
prepared to die for anything really im
portant, least rtf all for democracy.” 
But I believe that. that ill condition is 
due, at Last in part, to (lie fact that he 
docs not see how he can die tor deino- 
erncy. The flower of young English 
manhood died ” for democracy “ in Ibid. 
The disil fusion was bitter. To-day 
their brothers (ry to die for democracy 
in Spain. Bui. that is no real solution 
of the problem. It seems to me that 
the only way to die for democracy to
day is to refuse to tight for it, and lake 
the consequences, even to the bitter end.

Jill IX MII Illl.ETt IX MritiiY
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The Dcéliiiy <¡i By Ni co ¡.as
Bekiwaio'. t Translated fiom the Rus
sian by Natalie Dudditigton. M.A. Geof- 
fiey Bles. Jumelon. KB. ’

It. may Ixl that in the life of the soul 
it readies an incarnation in lhe course 
of which certain iniimat ions of the 
inner wisdom arc accepted by the 
intehiyince. The actual process of 
these communications is not realised by 
the subject, who has neither mystical 
visions nor i-cstastcs. and does not lead 
an ascetic life. Brit without any 
intellectual awareness of the source of 
origin, he finds himself more ready to 
accept certain assumptions as the basis 
of his philosophy and beliefs, such 
assumptions coming to him with an 
effect of discovery and ditfciing in 
essentials from lhe commonly accepted 
religious dogmas of his own times. 
Blato might be cited as an instance of 
this phase of development, and I tind 
another in Nicolas Berdyaev.

The Dcelniy of May lhe third of 
lus major works, to be translated into 
English. goes further towards a redis
covery of certain aspects of lhe Ancient 
Divine Wisdom than either Ere,"dm;; 
find the Sft/ri! or The Memi’i« of 
liikuiye He is a man of gtcat scholar
ship. but liis readme does not appear to 
have been influenced by the Eastern 
Scriptures, a fact that upholds the 
general presumption I maintained m 
illy article on the writings of Jacob 
Boehmv. namely that lhe great accom
plishment of the mystics is the corres
pondence that they discover our v. it 11 
another in every aye. 'Die expression 
may be personal, but the itindtmienlal 
truths arc the same.

Berdyaev's faith i- characteristically 
Christian, ami Freedom (ant the Spirit 
was warmly acclaimed by oTthorlox 
C'hui chinen. They may. also, applaud 
The Deki’iv <d Mei;, adopt iny till 
lidiar and nccledmg tile símil ns they 
do in their readme of the Gospel-.. Yit 
in both cases, the esoteric tiutlis are 
unmistakable to those whose submis
sion t.o dogmatic tvligion has not 
paralysed their power of choice. Here, 
for exempli'. i.-- Berdyaev's masoned 

approach to the doctrine of reincarna
tion, certainly unacceptable t.o the 
churches but essential to his main thesis. 
He wiiies :

'the Chii'tian view does not make clear 
die mystery el I be gvin.'sis el die soul. The 
presence o| [lie iinilai i-limeni. in (he soul 
means eternity not only in the lullin' bill 
in the past as well. Tliot. which has an 
orii-.itl in time cimnol inherit uiei mty. . . . 
Dur natural eailhly ale is but a moment m 
the prix'i-ss which takes pkiix- in the spa ¡Inal 
world. Ibis liaris tn ihc recuimilion oi pre
cd m me bi th-' spiurH wadd. which dots 
not by any ns-aiis involve reincarnation on 
earth.

1 he hist settle! ice confesses ;i 
limitation common io the type i 
pos!plated in my first, paragraph. It. 
may be that in such as these lhe liaison 
between mind and spirit can never 
approach the intimacy necessary t.o the 
realisation oi the stages of soul wisdom. 
And what follows the passage C[iioted, 
on Hell. Paradise- and Beyond Good 
and Evil, docs noil ting tc elucidate the 
mystery of spiritual progress after the 
death ol the temporary physical irisiru- 
miiit. It w nol. however, in these 
aspects of belief that we titul lhe chief 
w’hii-s oi Bi-rdyui.v's writings. but in his 
insistence on the need for complete 
P'.'rsomil ii-spotisil'iilify with regard to 
what the chinches call “ salvation." It 
is riiiilt- obvious that lhe "Vicarious 
Saciihiv " means nothing mine to him 
than an object k—on. and he inveigle 
again and again against weal he calls 
the LL common];Ince smugni-ss " that mid -; 
from " herd morality for. as he sayr- 
cm a Islet page. ” It is perfectly clear 
that Hie herd-mtm has adopted the 
Gosjiel truth to suit his own ends."

'1'he niiwt important principle for 
Berdyaev is lint " Retlimpiion is only 
c.’mpl: a d I'a ouch ('Tcaiivi iii-ss," which 
he stales as “ lhe fundamental conccp 
lion of new ethics. ' The acceptance of 
bat'ht’ig f om without, suI'cci.-ded by its 
crystallisation into dogma and an 
acceptable rule of life-, is the manner in 
which all living truths become debased 
into the patletn of tin- herd moiality 
111'it fm him as for Nietzsche is so 
prominent an aspect of the failure of 
the Christian icligion. In place of such 
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acceptance. he demands a creativi- 
morali! y, lhe expression of a personal 
ethic. elei 1X'ing troni (lie exercise and 
development of rhe creative imagina
tion a principle that informs Ins 
doctrine throughout.

Space does not permit any further 
elaboration of Ikrdyiiev's examination of 
them "new ethic>" or hP application 
ot them to vdiai he- n .pmls ;s a “new 
morality Bal enough lias been indi 
cateti to jusfity my desci ¡ption of him 
as an " i niellici uni mystic ”, otic of those 
clear-minded men who on their own plane 
of thought I edi'.'O wet' in lllemselves a few 

glimpses of the eternal truths which pro
ceed fiom the oldest religion in the 
world. Like all such,-and 1 might 
count myself among them, lie is 
unable to reach a stage at which the 
objective approval of principles by the 
reasoning mind is merged in a realisa
tion that pervades the whole self. 
Nevertheless, he is so certainly on the 
right path, that 'I lie Dainty ci Meta is 
a book that can confidently be recom
mended to those who seek to approach 
the eternal mysteries by the imperfect 
instrument of reason.

J. D. BEREsf-’CW

Julian liti .Aites!eie uttd Un Hist. iH 
C It>islitttii!y By L. A. Kuh ey. ; Watts 
and Co., London. 1m. i

Mr. Ridley has written an interesting 
and oi iginal but lineile a disappointing 
book, Ife oiulini's first the development 
of the Roman Emmie through successive 
“fascist ' phaws to culminale in the 
Byzantine foiiilitmim: spite of the fnmth 
century, show-- tile tiL.ce-sily. in a decay
inc civilization. that God and Govern
ment shou’d he at one. and tells how. 
between a fail !y evenly balanced pagan
ism ant! {¡Tri lianity. the- st at c-choii'e fell 
upon flu- kilter. The Enipmor Julian 
sought Io inverse that cimice and to re
store paeanimi. and Mr. Ridley pup it as 
the book's antral thc-h that the eltTrt 
was a who]I v in usjbli■ one mid would 
almost cm 1 a inly have succeeded bid lor 
Julian's almost immi.diale death iri 
battle at the- ape of only thirty-one. Evi a 
that. Mr. Ridley admits, could not have 
saved the Emione from the barbarians, 
hut he doe- believe that without the 
repressive riti dcmiiia- of organised 
Christianity. die Dark Ayes would have 
been cut short and the recovery of 
European civilization have taken place 
centuries earlier.

The conccp’ititi is carefully and consist
ently worked out. and lias in lact not a 
little to recommend it. but a subtle 
wronym-ss is introduced at (hr1 beginning 
and sustained throughout by the narrow 
yietv of Julian both as champion of

" European civilization against oriental 
invasion.'' and as a Rationalist almost in 
the narrow modern meaning of that term. 
" Ifis’ belief in the pods wax. mainly at 
least, symbolic in character. That he 
was an idealist in philosophy is true. ; 
positive science had not then nearly 
reached the point of an exact knowledge, 
tclierc A/i?ff-rwhsmi gnorf sense be
came insejxirtilile."

The words here italicised make Mr. 
Ridley's position quite clear. It is one 
which compels him to misread Julian 
almost entirely, seeing him not as the 
great initiate he was into the profound
er religious. " mysteries," for whose 
broader vision the limitations of material
ly triumphant Christianity were indeed a 
prison, but rather as a potential member 
of some modern Rationalist Association, 
mere by-product, of the even narrower 
self assurance of nineteenth-century 
science. The view of Julian's Neoplaton
ism as distinctively “ Ifellenistic " and 
" European " is. also quite untenable, as 
is its identification with the '‘ dignified " 
monotheism ascribed to his pagan con
temporaries. Mr'. Ridley's mam theme 
is right and he- says many good things. 
The triumph of Christianity over the 
theosophical Julian probably was a dis
aster for Europe. But less of a disaster 
Ilian the triumph of (he narrow material
ism as whose champion he is so strange
ly envisioned here 1

Geoi-trey West
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Chrislimil y. C'l’ieiituniv;; and lite 
Ideal Soac/y. By .Lmi:> Leiiii.EMam 
((k-oruA- Allen and I'tiwin Kid.. LodiJoti. 
12s. (IT)

It is tefresliing. n:id. one hoix-s, 
symptomatic, to I mil a ] >h ilosoph icnl 
treatise which not wily advocates. but 
illustrates as well, a pronounced detach
ment in surveying the const¡1 tit ani of tin; 
social sy>1em in which we an- obliged to 
live.

We have been submerged of late by 
a multitude of political and economic 
manuals, mostly viokntly fwti />rF m 
character, which assure us, in acccnls 
ranging from tile suave to the ferocious, 
that th(; mouthing of some particular 
slogan and the following of some partic
ular leader is the only panacea for our 
manifold social and economic ills.

Mr. Feibletnati will have none of this 
hysteria. fie is concerned in this 
admirable piece of dialectic, to show 
how the whole course- of our civilisation 
has Ireeti changed by a too close ad
herence to that philosophical system 
which., borrowing a clot in it ion from 
medieval thought, hi- terms "nominalis
tic." ThK bondage has. he holds, 
invalidated not only a great deal of 
subsequent philosophising, but also has 
infected most of our recwit moral mid 
intellectual activities with the taint of 
unreality.

The author confesses himself a Ium 
partisan of the oppmite camp of 
Realism, whiee devotees hold that 
absolute truth exists quite apart from 
our interest and belief in it. Plato is 
for him the fees ‘uign of philosophical

7'he Yiyyi I'if.'-is/!/ita. By Haki PuasaIi 
Shastki. t 'Phe Favil Ptcss. London. 3,s.)

flatt Prasad Shastri has rendered use
ful service in presenting us with this 
translation of I he Log« Vave/tllia, lbw 
story of (Jiiccii Chudala and tin- Sermons 
of tile Holy Vasishtha.

(.liven tn the world long ages ago this 
volume teems with all that is most 
beautiful in religious idealism and is full 
of sound philosophy which has its lessons 
foi the modern .world even though its 

integrity, and error has walked the land 
since thinkers forsook the leaching of 
the gieatest. of the Greeks for various 
kinds of false dichotomy.

He traces the trouble to Aristotle and 
his obsession with an articulated 
" scientific " -observation. After him 
came Aquinas, who made confusion 
even worse confounded ; for he postu
lated anthropomurjjhism, which is inde
fensible. and he formulated the theo
logical tenets of a system which has 
neglected actuality because of its rigid 
and extreme dogmatism.

In his survey of more recent develop- 
menls of the Kuropean consciousness 
Mr. Feibleman sees the same disinte
gration at work. The- fallacy of 
democracy is seen to lie in the supposi
tion t liai governments which have no 
reality and c<inw.-qiunily no authority 
arc adequate to fullil the function of 
government. 'Phe fallacy of dialectal 
materialism lies in the slavery of its 
professors to the empirical findings of 
nineteenth-century physics and biology.

Sa we come to suggestions for a cure. 
'Phe author has no immediate remedy to 
offer, but h<- gives us instead a new 
humility and a new Lope. His theory 
of the independent mason recalls to us 
Plato's famous distinct ion between 
Knowledge and Opinion. We live in a 
world of infinitely expanding mental 
and physical possibilities. Let tis not 
cramp and limit our prospects of 
freedom by accepting with too glib a 
readiness postulates based not on truth 
but on a merely human itch for change.

Behxarp Bromage

teachings max' appear at first glance to 
be so remote from it.

The Ynf/i Vnf.-ishlha will probably 
appeal to only a small circle for the phi
losophy of ancient India has little in 
common with the spirit of modern civi
lization. To-day thousands of men and 
women arc clinging to the belief that the 
way to happiness lies in the quest for 
power, wealth and fame. The Tngc 
Vaeiehlha teaches otherwise. Again and 
again in language that is both pictur-
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esque and simple the folly of this doc!ritic 
is macle cliiar. Turning over its pages 
one is ninmdid of that siyni(leant pas
sage from Tin- l.'ti/iiiuruTgci ■. " i- roni
desires comes giief, from grief comes 
fear, he who is five from cli-sne knows 
neither grief nor fear." This expru-ee-s 
the keynote of this book, "Of what 
avail arc wealth, comeliness, fame or 
power without knowledge of tiuth. 
Devote yourself to loaming and con-ider 
well your riches to be but trash and 
bubbles."

Reading through its pages one observes 
that link which unites all schools of 
religious idealism. At timt.w one can 
imagine tilmu-i that it is Thr 7mimi 
of (he 1 li'brews that lies before us by 
reason of the similarity of opinum that, 
is expressed.

Within the pages of the Yogi; Emos;’- 
//m, however, will be found nothing that 

is new for it i> an old. old message that 
it pioelamis once mar. II is (he lesson 
that (he world must kurn it soriow's 
cause is (o be overcome.

Every am.: who loves the pbil-.miphy of 
the Orient should Op mln the pages of 
ihis book The stories and tables (hdl it 
cciulams, the instructions of the Sage in 
his pupil Brince litan will args al to till 
who have rea ? : ii i i : i g 'metis. 1 'toil pe- 
tusai will do much mwaids an undei- 
standing of the wide popularity the Eugtr 
I '<is isti Ih ii has had always with (lie 
Himalayan monks. It may help m. too. 
to realm.- how differirli tic woi'd would 
be if there was general tooignition of the 
simple insttuction of tile Sage. " i.'nlo-w 
lhe good of till becomes your good. Ram, 
you will only add fitter- to you- feet."

The Et'gg Enii.ihlha Blews tis !iow - 
you. I and lire world may ine ■'iirselves 
of our 1\tiers '

Annum Peacock

Tltc Rtìiils ut Pini. By thè I lon. 
Enwpi-m C'.Ai)iit,.V',. c.n. ijolm Murray, 
London, i's. :■

'riierc is a complacency yeculiat tu 
some tener (>f hi storimi. wliu. ccnseious 
of thè many nnpleasant pracliccs of val
lici ages. igtinre thè li ss glarmg bui i:o 
less unpleasanl ivils o! olir ow:i age. 
Bicaiisc wi: no lotici i bang mali'fiictors 
ptinlicly on Tyburn Trae, bicause <>ur 
sailots no longer die oif like flics troni 
scurvy. hi cause imi NI. P.s no l-.itigir lioid 
borotighs in thiir pockets. otir enlighlvii- 
ment is takeii for grata ed.

"Il you gltir.iv al IL-.t.iiry's pacies
I:i all Itimi-- :; :d was leiown, 
You svili -i.id die buri-.'d agi s 
Par mo.w nicked linei olir owu. ."

Thtit spitit sii|] ungs ii soutidingly inoli!' 
dav, in spile of Ginrtiica and thè Indiar. 
Ci vii Servila.1.

A sinnlar complaceiicy, le.-s prò- 
nounced. dcttact.s t'rom thè vaine of 
Mi. Cadogan’s mutisi' on (hi- devilo]!- 
meni of penai methods through tlm 
eightccnlh and aitici cent li centuiies. 
Bhrases bke ‘ wc who live- in un ago of 
clemcncy ' tinti 'otir enlightencd times' 
forewarn one tu distrust bis concio si ons :

but agaimt that uni- min ackitowlcdge 
that his thorough risi'arch lias ìmiught to 
light many imitc-ting facts from which, 
(lie rcadet can draw his own conclusioirs. 
A vivid dirn'tipiion of i-ightietiih cmtuiy 
London illu<t 1 ales the- it lat ioit beb.vwn 
mille and mci'tl oigit'c-aii. :: "'hia
London streets wi re nairow, crooked and 
i!nilg'lti'd. ''ootpwk were tin o.. c pewit 
menaci.' tn tile pi desi rim:. Streit widen
ing anti s( raightcti ing, am) hit er the intro- 
ducliiin of geriet ; 11 street lighting, mark: 
this arimi' almo<t unknown by the end of 
the n¡netiTtith ceiitmy. 'ih-is ¿hr icj'ser 
iirgiiiiiwihi:: i<i ::<ic:e!y ha-- < .giii-. ;! n ¿'nre 
timi >i'< Tip; ( ist I i- /miisiiii > ¿{¿ri ihih /o 
firiiiti illuni!. The punishment of indi- 
vicinai criminals ]. not onb. inetfective 
tl is a symptom of social clia-as.

A iihaii'er ou pie jjtiscm- of the liglil- 
cT'tilh century gives Mr. Cadogan ari 
oppoi t.unily to wtt.x indignant about the 
111 h ■ 111 ig i 11 ( ■ 11 r-; ci 11. of those (¡mim Yet 
really there are no ground:- fur compia ■ 
it ary. I b oi ai d's Stnlr ri !h' P- ¡i ■■ni-.-i and 
Eden's S/v/c ni ike Pnur I'otitam very 
-imilar desci ipt i-ms wiiic!1 --Irw that the 
poor man who took to crime did not find 
hitlli-c If wholly uni a L'jgm d foi jit is;m 
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’.-. lii. ¡1. his linn1 came-. But ilie prisons 
of io-day have no relation to the civic 
world. They are Jpgicnic. but tlrey are 
divorced iiom social cncumstances. Tim 
prisoner has to adjml himself i<.- an mhi ■ 
trary, separate woild. I la has less chance 
of adju'-tmg himself io the other woild 
than ally hi ¡Iowan;:- p; r uiici s.

I bide) 1 yin £ Air. Cadogan’s at i dude to 
¡renal n form is 1 he c 'tierpt 1 he 
criminal as an umu ly person rebelling 
against social organisation. I le is 
lenient about it : but, although his ¡acts 
cont ;im: illy foice ii on the reader, lie 
himself never once lecugiines that. the 
(7illlilltd is blit Ike d'i'iiliiaiil' (■.(preSS-llOl (>l

id ii gioii in 7’ r ansi l bui, By S. Radii.o 
KHISILNAX. C. F. AnI)KEW<. GeOKOE 
A, Coti, Al.I-IiEl) Lom. JAM..a II. 
Litba, Edwin D Staeblck. (George 
Alien and I'liwui Ltd-. London. 7s. tii/.j

As oil in sesuiii' si.-eds, as butler in 
crea::’.

As wilier in river bods, and :s hie in 
the trii’lion sticks.

So ine Ameni ripari bendi ci in ear's 
(Oil '.Olli.

If one funks lor it wilh (.rue tiillas.
Any progressive transition of religion 

must tend toward a return to tile 
l/panish.adic concept ion of universality 
and (lie iinniniH-uce of Spirit, however 
varied teligious experience, behind all 
religious expression is I he t Universal 
Mother from whom we have wandered 
far but who, dc'-pite Dili faithlessness, 
awaits our retrim with never doubt
ing heart. Neither arid intellectualism 
nor dreary moralizing leads ih to her 
holy scat. In the clouds of moist 
sentimentality we shall wander far from 
the path. f'nforl imalefy. religious 
expression follows hie whereas ou.r lives 
should be an expression of religion. 
I linee our dilemma. Only those with 
the courage of their oil'll convictions, 
who have broken the fellers of belief 
and chewed away their tags of religious 
sectaiiamsm can reach the goal.

Religion like- science must be eclectic. 
It must know no creed, no dogma, no 
separative feeling of exclusive superior
ity, no favour. It knows but Law. No 

n disordered C(nn»iuiuiy. This leads him 
to place undue emphasis on personalities 
as they appear in his story. Eighteenth 
century disorders are attributed out of 
hand to Robert Walpole ; the failure of 
the early attempts to form a police force 
is saddled on Jonathan Wild. Neverthe
less the same exaggerations produce 
lively and loadable portraits, if you arc 
inleiested in the history of penal 
methods, and have time to analyse a well 
ordered and itntrud ive mass of infor
mation, you will find this book useful. 
Repi oductions of a number of well chosen 
contemporary dtawings mark the transit 
of the centuries.

Mauk Bexnea

study purporting to encompass Religion 
in transition should coniine its interest 
to one om of the world's many faiths. 
What tvotiId we say of the doctor who 
concentrated his interest on the liver or 
the brain to the exclusion of the rest 
of (he body ? Yet hete we have a 
book mostly of “Christian’' specialists. 
Ils title is misleading.

Only Radhakrishnan, the Hindu, and 
Alfred Loisy. regard Christianity as one 
of many rays of coloured light from 
the White Light, of Truth behind the 
Veil. Andrews catches beatific visions 
in fogs of emotion wheic the curious 
catch (hi1 germ of enpuiry. while Star
buck follows the methods of fallacious 
reasoning. Coc finds no answers to the 
problem of war, class struggle, etc., in 
’’ our inherited ethical principles.” 
Religion has failed. ” It is time ini' us 
to humble ourselves and lake the attitude 
of learners.'' Leuba subjects the mystic's 
experience to scientific analysis and 
condemns traditional religious methods 
as dangerous.

The essence of the book is in the 
essays ot Radhakrishnan and Loisy. 
Their reasoning and spiritual vision are 
inspiring and are fraught with hope. 
This reviewer is both saddened and 
astonished that no mention is made of 
Theosophy, the greatest revolutionary 
force in religious, scientific and philo
sophic thought in our era.

1). C. T,



ENDS AND SAYINGS
Though one of the smallest com

munities living, the Parsis are 
divided into three1 groups if the usage 
of calendar is to be taken into 
account. They have three calendar-: 
one group celebrates its ,\evr Year 
on the 21st of March, the second on 
a varying day in August, this year 
on the 7th, and the third, comprising 
the largest group, on a varying day 
a month later, this year on the bill 
of September,

We cull a few statements from 
the Zoroastrian ethical text- indic
ative of the practical morality 
which the creed emphasises. Only 
torn fragments of the original 
teachings are now available and to 
have a real iiwight into the exi-ting 
beliefs and customs of the Parsis it 
must be borne in mind that their 
existing religious lore covers a va-t 
period during which evolution of no 
less than four language^ Avesta, 
Pahlavi, Pazand, and Persian- has 
taken place. One has to seek from 
the Avestan Oathas to the Persian 
Revayats this is like a vast territory 
in which there are rich mines of 
thought, arid deserts of supersti
tions, and choking miasmic tracts 
of corruptions,

O men ! Understand the Paw of 
Ahum Mazda : it is this ; for the 
wicked and the sinner the wounds which 
pain for a long time ; for the righteous 
due compensation, through which hap
piness is experienced. (Yawia xxx. 11)

Ihirity is the highest good for man. 
from his very birth. O Zarathushtra. 
that Purity is sustained by the Law of 

Mazda. Any person can ptnify himself 
by gwd thoughts, good words and gwd 
deeds. (Vendidtid v, 21

Through Wisdom the world of 
Righteousness is emanated. Through 
Wisdom every evil is subjugated. 
'1 hrotigh Wisdom every good is pi rficted. 

■: Lkidistmu-L)i>iik i

Whosoever drives nut the Diuj (Evil) 
from his person is a ruler, a kingly soul. 
{Dbikard. vi. p. 3!t5)

When your hidden passion which 
inflames the body will depart from it ; 
and when the evil spirit in you reaches 
to rum : then only will lx: your recom
pense in this Maga the (heat Cause, 
(lire! up your loins for the great War ; 
otherwise at the end will you cry "Alas’ 
Alas 1 ” (Yasaa i.m. 7)

livery disaster which springs up he is 
to trace to Ahriman and his host ; he. is 
not. to seek his. own welfare through the 
injury of any one ; thus lie becomes 
compassionate as regards all the creatures 
of Aliura Mazda. In duly and grxid 
work he is diligent and persistent..........
Eor Renouncing Sin the special thing is 
this, that one commits no sin voluntarily: 
and if through folly, m weakness and 
ignorance, a sin occurs, he should then 
renounce that sin by approaching the 
high-priest who is his good -oul : and 
after that when he refrains from that 
sin, having learnt its lesson, that sin is 
swept away from him, just as the wind, 
fast and strong, sweeping ovo lite plains 
carries away every single blade ol gtass 
and anything that is not looted in the 
soil,

Dina-i-Maiibiog-i-KIm rid fl.ll t

Ele it known that (he characteristics 
of real Wisdom are Peaceful heart. 
True speech. Cheerful disposition. 
Sincerity, Amity and Generosity. 

■: Dbikard vill. p. 398)


